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1

Word Guessing Games

1.1

Games Humans Play

Word guessing games are simple and fun games to pass the time. The structure of these kinds of games can vary wildly with the specific rules, but the
concepts remain fundamental: one participant thinks of a word, and the other
participants uses their knowledge of languages to guess the word.
The simplest example of a word guessing game is one where a player has to
guess the word in order. For example, if the secret word is "apple," the player
has to guess an "a" first, then a "p", then another "p," and so on. This is very
hard and so nobody plays it.
Perhaps the most popular version of a word guessing game is the one where
a player has to guess the secret word but can guess a letter in any order. For
example, if the secret word is "apple," the player can guess the letters in any
order, but they must guess at some point an "a","p","l","e". It is important to
mention that in this version of the game, the player only needs to guess once as
any guess of a letter reveals all letters of that form in the word.
In this thesis we will study the connection between game structure, surprise,
and guessing strategies for these first two versions of a word guessing game.
There are, of course, many other examples of games and strategies that are
beyond the scope of this paper. For example, a word guessing game called
"Wordle" has exploded in popularity. In this game, the player tries to guess the
secret five letter word by inputting other five letter words. The player is told if
the letters they guessed are present in the secret word; the letter will be yellow
if the letter is in the word just not in the right spot, the letter will be green if
the letter is in the word and in the right spot, and the letter will be gray if the
word is not in the word at all. Players can play this fun and challenging game
only once per day and so players keep coming back for the next Wordle and to
share their results against their friends. We will not be discussing Wordle in this
paper, but a YouTube video titled "Solving Wordle Using Information Theory"
[6] attempts to explain and optimize the game in a similar manner to what we
will be doing with the first two games. With the video boasting an impressive
8.6 million views, it is clear that the excitement around applying Information
Theory to word guessing games is at an all time high.
Our analysis will have three levels:
1. Basic understanding of language and letter probabilities and the creation
of programs that seek to use the structure of a game to efficiently guess
words
2. Introduction of mathematical background and Information Theory
3. An analysis of the games and their corresponding guesses via a creative
use of the key ideas of Information Theory, particularly, the concepts of
surprise and entropy.
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1.2

Probabilities of letters in Natural Language

The first key idea of word guessing is that in the English language, letters do
not have an even distribution of occurring. If that were the case then sentences
would all look like garbled nonsense. Intuitively, humans understand that the
letter "e" is the most common letter in the English language while other letters
such as "x" or "z" are far less common. We are also taught, moreover, that if we
have a letter "q" then the letter "u" is almost surely to follow.
More precisely, given a set of characters, a digram is a string of two characters. Counting digrams is not immediately intuitive, so consider the following
example. If we are considering digrams of letters and spaces in the phrase
"the_man," we will see that "th" is one digram, "he," is another, "e_", "_m",
"ma", "an", are all of the digrams present in that phrase. Similarly if we were to
consider digrams of words as a whole, then the phrase "the_man" is the entire
digram.
A trigram is a string of three characters. As such, for the phrase "the_man,"
"the" is one trigram, "he_" is another, "e_m", "_ma", "man", are all of the
trigrams present in the phrase.
In general, an n-gram is going to be a string of n characters defined in a
similar manner to digrams and trigrams. The entire phrase "the man" would
be a 7-gram as there are seven characters in the phrase. Moreover, the higher
of an n-gram we are looking at, we can see that we are capturing more of the
structure of the language.
When it comes to digrams there is an inherent relationship between the
probability of the digram and conditional probability, and we can look no further
for this relationship than just the definition of conditional probability.
Definition 1. The probability of the digram "xy," that is, p(x ∩ y) occurring
is given by
p(xy) = p(y|x) ∗ p(x)
The trigram probability is given by
p(xyz) = p(z|xy) ∗ p(y|x) ∗ p(x)
and the n-gram probability is given by
p(x1 , . . . , xn ) = p(xn |x1 x2 . . . xn−1 ) ∗ p(xn−1 |x1 x2 . . . xn−2 ) ∗ . . . p(x2 |x1 ) ∗ p(x1 )
although we will usually solve for the conditional probability p(z|xy) which is
the probability of the next letter occurring.
The above definition provides an intuitive understanding of the probability
of a digram. A digram is no more than the sequence of two values, be it letters,
numbers, etc. Thus the probability of the digram xy occurring is simply the
probability that x occurs multiplied by the probability of y given that x has
already occurred.
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A clear example of the role and use of these probabilities for this comes from
Claude Shannon, particularly [4] and [3]. In [4], Shannon formalized the relationship between probabilities of frequencies of the English language to randomly
generate a string of letters, illustrating that using higher order probabilities to
generate strings will yield a word that begins to look more like it could exist in
the English language.
Shannon also observed the same pattern when randomly selecting words to
form sentences using digram probabilities for words; that is, the first word is
chosen independently from a source material, and the next word is based on the
probabilities that that specific word follows from the preceding word.
Shannon defined entropy to capture and explain the relationship between
transition probabilities, digrams, and even trigrams of words and the actual
structure and information contained in a coherent sentence, or thought. More
precisely, Shannon hypothesized an inverse relationship between probability and
information/surprise. A high probability letter "should" give less information
or surprise than a low probability letter like "z." We will return to Shannon’s
hypothesis and define entropy precisely after we have formalized our guessing
games and strategies.

1.3
1.3.1

Word Guessing Games
Defining Word Guessing Games

How the word guessing game is set up determines how a guesser interacts with
the system. We studied two different word guessing games; one where the
guesser attempts to guess any letter in the word and each guess reveals all
occurrences of that letter, and one version where the guesser has to guess the
word one character at a time, guessing each letter in order. In these games, the
amount of information the guesser has with the system is different; and as a
result their decisions and efficacy about making the guess is going to be different
as well.
In order to discuss word guessing games, it is important to establish key
definitions for the game.
Definition 2. A word guessing game is a back and forth interaction between
the chooser and the guesser (defined below) where the chooser selects a word
and the guesser asks a series of questions to attempt and reveal the word.
Definition 3. A chooser in a word guessing game is the participant that picks
the word that is attempting to be guessed.
In every version of the word guessing game we created, the chooser is the
user of the program that thinks of a word and confirms with the program about
information of that word.
Definition 4. A guesser in a word guessing game is the participant that is
attempting to find out what word the chooser has selected through asking binary
questions about the letters in the word.
3

In the four versions of the word guessing game studied here, the guesser is
always the program itself. The programs all vary in their efficacy at guessing
the word, but they all follow the same rule of guessing a single letter each time.
What this letter does depends on the actual structure of the word guessing
game.
The aim of a word guessing game is to try and guess a word that the user is
thinking of in as few guesses as possible. There are numerous different ways that
a game can play out, and how the game is set up determines how effective the
guesser is. Indeed, how the guesser interacts with word guessing game provide
the differences for the program.
1.3.2

Probability and Games

There are many different types of games. In this project, we will focus on what
is often called a sequential game, so we will use "game" and "sequential game"
interchangeably. In this type of game, there are a set of possible "states" that
the game can be in. Denote these states by S = {s1 , s2 , . . . }.
In addition this type of game also has a set of acceptable moves. For example,
it may be permitted to move from state s1 to either s2 or to s3 , but not possible
to move from s3 to s2 .
Definition
set S equal
(si , sj ) ∈ M
move of the

5. Formally a game corresponds to a directed graph with vertex
to the set of possible states, and directed edge set M such that
if and only if it is permitted to move from state si to sj in a single
game.

In the digraph representation of a word guessing game, state s0 is going to
be the start of the game; that is, there are currently no letters being guessed.
The states accessible from s0 will either be s0 (no correct guesses) or will be
the status of the game after one letter is guessed correctly. As a result, once we
leave the state can never go back to that state as we cannot remove any guesses.
It is common to represent sequential games using a decision tree. In this
tree, the root node is the starting state of the game. Below each node si , there
is an arrow to all of the different states accessible from si . It is important to
note that in the decision tree representation, copies of a given state may occur
in many different places, as the path from the root to a node represents the
entire history of the game. In other words, the location of a node in a decision
tree representation of a game incorporates the full history of play.
In contrast, in the directed graph representation of a game, each state occurs
only once, and it is impossible to know the history of the game just by knowing
the current state of play.
Definition 6. A probabilistic game is a directed graph (S, M ) such that there
is a probability function defined on the set of all finite sequences of states in S
such that each move (si , sj ) ∈ M , the probability of moving to state sj if the
user is at state si is P (si |sj ).
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Proposition 7. Given a game represented by a directed graph (S, M ), there
exists a decision tree representation of set of all possible ‘plays’ of the game.
Proof. Let S = {s1 , s2 , . . . } be the set of all states, and let (si , sj ) ∈ M if the
state si is accessible from the state sj .
We will describe the states di of the decision tree T for the word guessing
game. Since S = {s1 , s2 , . . . } is the set of all states of the game, then following the above rules we have that (si , sj ) ∈ M if and only if the state si is
accessible from the state sj . Then, one string of events for the game would be
hsj1 , sj2 , . . . , sjn i where sj1 . . . sjn is any possible history of plays. Every string,
however, is set up with the parameters that each event is accessible from the
previous event, not necessarily in the backwards direction. That is, we have
hsj1 , . . . , sjn i ∈ T , and by definition of the game we must have that hsj1 i ∈ T ,
hsj1 , sj2 i ∈ T , . . . , hsj1 , . . . , sjn−1 i ∈ T , and so T is a tree for each set of events
in S, and so the game has a decision tree representation of the set of all possible
plays of the game.

1.3.3

Two Player Games

Many games are "two player" games. In this kind of game, players frequently
alternate making choices. Furthermore, the choice of each player generally influences the choices that both they and the other player can make at future
stages of the game.
...
player 2
b1
b2
b3
b4
.
.
.
a
a
a
a
player 1
1
2
3
4
Each moment in the history of the game can be thought of as a string of the
moves made so far, such as ha1 i, ha1 , b1 i, ha1 , b1 , a2 i, ha1 , b1 , a2 , b2 i.
The restrictions on the moves mean that only some combinations of ai and
bj will correspond to valid plays of the game.
To obtain the decision tree corresponding to a two person game, take the
state of states S to be the set of all valid histories of the game, and add an arrow
from ha1 , . . . , aj i to ha1 , . . . , aj , bj i and from ha1 , . . . , bj i to ha1 , . . . , bj , bj+1 i
whenever these are valid states.
Graphically, this corresponds to the diagram
ha1 , b1 i
ha1 i
ha1 , b2 i
∅
ha2 , b1 i
ha2 i
ha2 , b2 i

5

1.4

Random Variables and Playing the Game

A single word guessing game can be played in many different ways depending on
the word chosen and the probabilistic strategy of the guesser. This uncertainty
can be represented using random variables.
The study of word guessing games is really just the study of random variables. Although it may not be inherently intuitive as to how the process of
guessing a word is related to random variables, there are intrinsic ties between
the ideas. Below is the definition of a random variable.
Definition 8. A random variable X in the set S = {s1 , s2 , . . . } is a function
which assigns a value X(ω) in S = {s1 , s2 , . . . } to each outcome ω in Ω. [1]
By starting small and then building into the grander picture of what is
happening here for the word guessing game, consider the action of flipping to a
random page in a book and then pointing to a random spot on the page. The
function that is created for a random variable is one that goes from the sample
space of Ω which is the entire book of words and pages, and produces an output
that is a letter a-z. Repeating this process and recording which letter was found
should yield a result that produces the distribution of English letters in that
book. For our purposes, that book is The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes by
Arthur Conan Doyle, and we will assume those distributions in that book are
close to the actual distributions of letters throughout English more broadly.
The actual play of a game can be represented as a decision tree using a
random variable as follows.
Define random variables X0 to be the starting state of the game, X1 is the
state of the game after one move, X2 is the state after two moves, and so on.
If the whole word is guessed after i moves, then Xj = Xi for j > i. Random
variables can be difficult to work with, but Markov processes offer a nice way
to understand and interpret random variables.
1.4.1

Markov Processes

A Markov Process is a stochastic process in which the outcome of a random
variable depends only on the random variable that immediately preceded it and
as such is independent of the other random variables in the process [1].
In terms of the notation we will use P to denote the probability of events
in a Markov Process for random variables, and we will use p to denote the
probability of the outcomes of the variables. These values are the same for the
random variables, but the difference in notation emphasizes the current process
being used.
Definition 9 (Chapter 4 of [2]). A discrete stochastic process X1 , X2 . . . is said
to be a Markov process if for every index n ∈ E = {0, 1, 2 . . . }
P (Xn+1 = xn+1 |Xn = xn , Xn−1 = xn−1 , . . . , X1 = x1 ) = P (Xn+1 = xn+1 |Xn = xn )
A Markov process tends to be represented using transition diagrams. Since
a Markov chain holds the above property that the probability of a current event
6

is based only on the immediate event prior, then there is an intrinsic tie to
representing what the probability of the current state could be, and this is
represented by P (Xn+1 = j|Xn = i) = P (i, j) for all i, j ∈ E 1.2 of [1]. So
for a Markov chain, we have these transitional probabilities that correspond to
the current probability of an event given the event immediately prior, and in
essence we have that the events act as coordinate pairs, where the rows and
columns of a matrix correspond to the coordinate plane. In a normal Markov
chain where every event is reachable from any current event, then we can create
a transition matrix as seen below (for events E = 0, 1, . . .)


P (0, 0) P (0, 1) P (0, 2) P (0, 3) P (0, 4) . . .
P (1, 0) P (1, 1) P (1, 2) P (1, 3) P (1, 4) . . . 


P (2, 0) P (2, 1) P (2, 2) P (2, 3) P (2, 4) . . . 




P = P (3, 0) P (3, 1) P (3, 2) P (3, 3) P (3, 4) . . . 
P (4, 0) P (4, 1) P (4, 2) P (4, 3) P (4, 4) . . . 


P (5, 0) P (5, 1) P (5, 2) P (5, 3) P (5, 4) . . . 


..
..
..
..
..
..
.
.
.
.
.
....
As such, all possible probabilities in the Markov chain are represented in the
above transition matrix.
Definition 10 (Markov Matrix [1]). Let P be a square matrix of entries P (i, j)
defined for all i, j ∈ E. Then P is called a Markov matrix over E provided that:
1. for any i, j ∈ E, P (i, j) ≥ 0, and
P
2. for each i ∈ E, j∈E P (i, j) = 1
Remark 11. As such, a transition matrix of a Markov chain is going to be a
transition matrix, and additionally, if we have a Markov matrix then we can
construct a Markov chain by defining a function and random variables of that
function.

1.5
1.5.1

Sequential Game: guess one character at a time
The Directed Graph of Sequential Game

Definition 12. In the Sequential Game, the rules are as follows: the chooser
selects a word from the set W = {w1 , w2 , . . . , wm } which is made up of all of
the valid words in the language, that is, in the book. The guesser is told how
many letters are in the word and begins with a string of that many -’s, with
each representing an unknown letter. Furthermore, the guesser must make their
guesses sequentially starting with the first letter in the word, that is for the set
of states in the game hl1 , l2 , . . . , ln i, for each i, if li is a letter, then lj is also a
letter for all j ≤ i
L is all of the letters in the alphabet as well as an underscore to represent an unknown letter. More formally, let L = {a, b, c, . . . , z, _}, and set
hl1 , l2 , . . . , ln i ∈ S iff each li ∈ L and we have that l1 , . . . , ln correspond to
7

what the word looks like after a particular guess, and a valid state is any where
s1 , . . . , sn can be turned into the word by replacing n number of underscores
into n number of letters. Note that S depends on the language, since only
valid partially unguessed words are allowed. To obtain the set of edges, a state
hl1 , l2 , . . . , lk , _, _, . . . , _i ∈ S is adjacent to a state hl1 , l2 , . . . , lk , lk+1 , _, . . . , _i ∈
S. That is, the first state can only go to the second state through the process of
guessing the next letter, and therefore, replacing the underscore with a letter.
The game is over when hl1 , l2 , . . . , ln i = wi where wi is the word that the chooser
has selected.
Viewed as a digraph, we only consider the correct guesses that a guesser has
made, where s1 is the current state of the word after the first correct guess.
More specifically, s1 = {l1 , _, _, . . . , _} where l1 is the correctly guessed first
letter, and s1 has as many elements as the amount of letters in the selected word
wi that the chooser has revealed. Immediately evident from this definition is
that s1 , s2 , . . . , sn have the same amount of elements, but to move from s1 to
s2 , the first underscore in the set is replaced with the correctly guessed l2 until
in sn when the word is guessed. It may appear that it would take a minimum
n number of guesses to complete the word, but we allow the guesser to guess
the word when the sequence si , si+1 , . . . , sn happens with probability 1, that is,
the guesser is allowed to guess the word once the word wi is the only possible
word left in the set of valid words the chooser selected from. For example, in
a language consisting of only the words aa, ab, ac, and cb, the digraph of the
game is given by Figure 1 on page 8.
aa

a

b

a-

ab
c

a
ac
--

c
c-

b

cb

Figure 1: Sequential Game as a directed graph
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1.5.2

Decision Tree for Playing Sequential Game

A digraph representation misses important information available to a player.
A decision tree representation for the Sequential Game allows for errors in
guessing whereas the digraph only displays correct paths. As such, the decision tree for Sequential Game is going to be much longer. Consider the set
S = {s0 , s1 , s2 , . . . }. Here the states are going to look slightly different from
the states in the digraph representation; we can allow for incorrect guesses so
the amount of possible states is going to increase. For the decision tree a state
in S will be an alternation of partial words and letters. The letters will be the
history of the letters guessed, and the words will show the history of the word
after each guess.
For example, consider the state s = h_n , l1 , _n , l2 , l2 _n−1 i, where n is the
length of the word that that the chooser has selected, li is the ith letter guess.
Every string will begin with _n as this is the starting state that the guesser
begins with, and here the notation represents a sequence of n underscores for
the word the chooser has selected. Additionally, every instance of a _k for
1 ≤ k ≤ n indicates that there k many letters that need to be chosen correctly.
In this instance of s2 , we have that the guesser picked the first letter incorrectly,
and so the word was not changed; then the guesser did select the correct letter
on their second guess and so one of the n underscores was replaced by that
correct letter. For example, in that language with the words aa, ab, ac, cb, the
decision tree of the game is given by Figure 2 on page 10.
Whereas the digraph representation can only be n branches deep into the
tree, the decision tree as it allows for errors (and assuming that the guesser does
not guess the word once the word is known) is going to be as deep as there are
elements in S for that particular run.
Order matters in a word, and so there is going to be an upper bound of 26n
on the number of guesses required to get a word, because with each letter we
have 26 potential options (the letters in the alphabet), and following the rules of
Sequential Game, we can guess the same letter multiple times for each position
in the word. Though there is a theoretical maximum number of guesses being
26n , the game will never require that many guesses in order to get the word;
there are some guesses of letters that can never happen and have probability 0,
and so that guess will never be made. As a result, the actual maximum number
of guesses is dependent on the probabilities of the letters in the sequence and
the length of the sequence.
An illustration of what the decision tree for Sequential Game would look
like can be seen in 2 on page 10. This decision tree for an incredibly simplified
language of only four letters of only two letters each is so large that the tree
cannot fit onto the page, instead adding a note that the tree should be doubled
in the number of branches. From this simplified language decision tree we can
see what the form of a decision tree for English language following Sequential
Game would appear. It would be far too complex and large to create, but the
form would follow in a similar manner to 2 on page 10.
Having discussed the Sequential Game, we will now describe the two guessers
9
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Figure 2: Sequential Game as a decision tree
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we coded to play this game. The constant digrams guesser for the Sequential
Game and the updated digrams guesser of the same game differ in that the
former does not remember the history of the word while the latter does, and as
such this will alter the remaining probabilities for the guesses on what a word
is. A human is much more likely to follow the decision tree for updated digrams
for the sequential guessing game if the rules for the Sequential Game are applied
as a human is going to use the information gained from the the word so far in
order to make a decision about what the rest of the word is going to be.
1.5.3

A strategy for playing Sequential Game: Using Constant Digrams

This version of the game is akin to a guessing game introduced by Shannon to
study the entropy of English [3]. The program tries to mimic this experiment
in a very simplistic way. Since our programs make deterministic guesses, we
calculate the digram probabilities once for p(l2 |l1 ). Whenever we are on the
guess li , we will always guess lj that has the highest p(lj |li ). If our guess
was incorrect, then we guess lk with the next highest p(lk |li ), and this continues
until our guess is correct. The program after getting it correct then goes through
the rest of the word in order using weighted probabilities for digrams to make
remaining guesses on the word.
In terms of a word guessing strategy, this program is not incredibly efficient.
Take for instance the word chair, by the time a human gets the letters "c", "h",
and "a", it is likely they can guess with certainty the remaining "i", and "r", but
the program using only digram probabilities will require more guesses to get the
word.
The decision tree for the constant digrams guesser for the Sequential Game
is going to be lengthy. This guesser considers every word of the length the
chooser has specified and so the tree will have specific branches of depth n, n
being the number of letters the chooser has revealed. These branches follow the
path that every letter is guessed correctly. The longest decision tree branches
for this guesser could be of 26n depth. The reason we say the tree could be of
that length and not necessarily will be is that there will still be no leaves of the
tree that connect guesses of probability 0. In other words, if xi never follows
xj , that is, p(xj xi ) = 0, then there will not be a branch for that path.
To illustrate how the constant digrams guesser for the Sequential Game
works, suppose our chooser selects the word "there." Below we give a sample
run of the program that illustrates the guesses made to reach the word.
How many letters are in your
Starting Guess: ----Is there a letter ’w’ in the
Current Guess: ----Is there a letter ’t’ in the
Current Guess: t---Is there a letter ’h’ in the

word?

5

1 place?: n
1 place?: y
2 place?: y
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Current Guess: th--Is there a letter ’u’
Current Guess: th--Is there a letter ’o’
Current Guess: th--Is there a letter ’i’
Current Guess: th--Is there a letter ’r’
Current Guess: th--Is there a letter ’e’
Current Guess: the-Is there a letter ’n’
Current Guess: the-Is there a letter ’e’
Current Guess: the-Is there a letter ’r’
Current Guess: therIs there a letter ’d’
Current Guess: therIs there a letter ’e’
Current Guess: there
Total Guesses: 13
1.5.4

in the 3 place?: n
in the 3 place?: n
in the 3 place?: n
in the 3 place?: n
in the 3 place?: y
in the 4 place?: n
in the 4 place?: n
in the 4 place?: y
in the 5 place?: n
in the 5 place?: y

Another Strategy for playing Sequential Game: Updating Digrams

The updated digrams guesser follows a strategy that improves upon the constant
digrams guesser. The updated digrams guesser still asks the user how many
letters are in their word and attempts to guess the letters in order while recording
the guesses to ensure that the same wrong letter is not guessed multiple times.
The fundamental differences are that the updating digrams guesser continually
recalculate digram probabilities based on the remaining possible words in the
dictionary that match the current data known about the string after each guess.
We continue to pick the first letter based on the probability of starting letters
of the length the user specified, and the remaining guesses are based on digram
probabilities, but now those probabilities are based upon the entire word known
so far and current guesses for the position, and not just the previous letter.
This ends up performing much more to like how a human is going to play the
guessing game: a human is going to use the information given to them about
the entire word up to their current guess. The constant digrams guesser only
focused on the previous letter to make the next guess, but the updated digrams
guesser uses the information prior to the current letter to make a guess.
Say for instance, our word is murder and we have already guessed "mur,"
the next digram probabilities are not based purely on digrams that follow an
"r", but digrams that follow an "r" in words that start with "mur." Making a
decision based on the entire word revealed so far is more akin to what a human
12

is going to do in the Shannon guessing game: given "mur" a human is going
to go through and consider possible letters that would work in the sequence
already provided, and not just likely letters after the letter "r."
The decision tree of the updated digrams guesser for the Sequential Game is
going to look identical to the decision tree of the constant digram guesser for the
Sequential Game, but with one major difference. The updating guesser iterates
the dictionary and only considers remaining possible words and so in general
the depth of this decision tree is going to be shorter and have less branches
than that of the constant digrams guesser for the Sequential Game. This is due
entirely to iterating the dictionary to only include possible remaining words will
cause more remaining digram options to not be possible and thus the guesser
will be more restricted on their next letter guess. To illustrate how the constant
digrams guesser for the Sequential Game works, suppose our chooser selects the
word "there." Below we give a sample run of the program that illustrates the
guesses made to reach the word.
How many letters are in your
Starting Guess: ----Is there a letter ’w’ in the
Current Guess: ----Is there a letter ’t’ in the
Current Guess: t---Is there a letter ’h’ in the
Current Guess: th--Is there a letter ’u’ in the
Current Guess: th--Is there a letter ’r’ in the
Current Guess: th--Is there a letter ’e’ in the
Current Guess: the-Is there a letter ’r’ in the
Current Guess: therIs there a letter ’e’ in the
Current Guess: there
Total Guesses: 8

word?

5

1 place?: n
1 place?: y
2 place?: y
3 place?: n
3 place?: n
3 place?: y
4 place?: y
5 place?: y

Note that for this sample run of the code, we decided to omit the list of
possible remaining words at each step as there were too many in multiple places
to list efficiently, but the updated digrams guesser does recognize the only remaining possible words when making their letter guess. Also, this guesser got
the word in 8 guesses, which is far better than the constant digrams guesser
which took 13. The only difference between the two guessers is that the updated digrams guesser only considers the remaining possible words, and this was
enough to drastically improve the results of the
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1.6
1.6.1

Standard Game: learn everywhere a letter occurs
The Directed Graph of Standard Game

Definition 13. In the Standard Game, the rules are as follows: the guesser is
told how many letters are in the word, and when they make a guess all instances
of that letter are revealed. Consider a set W = {w1 , w2 , . . . , wm } which is made
up of all of the valid words that the chooser must select their word from. For
L is all of the letters in the alphabet as well as an underscore to represent an
unknown letter. Let L = {a, b, c, . . . , z, _}, hl1 , l2 , . . . , ln i ∈ S iff each li ∈ S and
if l1 , . . . , ln correspond to what the word looks like after a particular guess, and
a valid state is any where l1 , . . . , ln can be turned into a word in our dictionary
by replacing underscores with letters that have not been guessed yet. And so
we have that we can only move from state s1 to state s2 in a given game by
replacing one or more of the underscores in s1 by a single letter.
Since the chooser cannot change the word, any guesses that were correct,
remain correct, and any guesses that were wrong, remain wrong. Therefore the
only changes that can be made is the introduction of new letters in open spots
denoted _. Furthermore, new letters can only be introduced into a string if
they do not already occur in the string). There is an edge from hs1 , s2 , . . . , sn i
to ht1 , t2 , . . . , tn i if the strings are related as described above.
The Standard Game is simpler to view as a directed graph when compared
to Sequential Game. For a digraph that represents correct letter guesses, once
a letter is guessed, the corresponding directions the graph will go in is to all
of the events in S that are the current sequence of the word with that letter.
Each corresponding guess from there will limit the amount of possibilities that
the word can be until there is only one possible sn ∈ S remaining, which will
be the entire complete word. For example, in the language with the words AA,
AB, AC, and CB the digraph given by Figure 3 on page 15 will be the digraph
representation of Standard Game.
1.6.2

The Decision Tree of Standard Game

A decision tree of Standard Game, on the other hand, is going to incorporate
incorrect guesses.
In the English language, there are 26 initial starting guesses (every element
in L.) Even if a guess is incorrect, information is gained about the potential
word as a letter cannot be guessed more than once. There is an upper bound on
the number of guesses that could potentially be made. The worst guesser can
make no more than 26 guesses in the Standard Game as each letter can only be
guessed once. As a result, we are going to have the depth of the tree also have
an upper bound of 26.
When examining the bushiness of the tree, we will be able to find the upper
bound on how many separate paths exist. For your first guess, you have 26
choices. For each choice, there is going to be 25 remaining possible letters to
guess. It is important to note that the length of the word that the chooser
14

aa

-c

--

a-

ac
ab

-b
cb
cFigure 3: Standard Game as a directed graph
has selected, as well as how many unique letters are in that word will influence
the upper bound. For simplicity sake, consider the chooser selects a word of
consisting of unique letters of length n. We end up creating a tree with a
26!
theoretical upper bound on the number of paths of length (26−n)!
= 26Pn ,
although most of these paths will never be selected.
The reasoning that this maximum likely will not be reached is that the
guesser is restricted to not make a guess if the probability of that letter occurring
is 0. The minimum amount of guesses through a decision tree to reach the word
is more complicated as there are words with repeat letters. The minimum
number of guesses required to find a word will be equivalent to the number of
each unique letter in the word the chooser has selected.
An example of the decision tree representation for Standard Game for a
small sample language with words "aa," "ab," "ac," "cb," can be seen in Figure
4 on page 16. This was for a simple four word language where every word is
only two letters each, so we can see just how complex a full decision tree would
look like for every word in the English language; it will follow the structure in
Figure 4, but it is certainly too large to draw.
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Figure 4: Standard Game as a decision tree
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1.6.3

A strategy for playing Standard Game: the Constant Digrams
Guesser

The constant digrams guesser tries to guess the word strictly through probabilities of letters occurring. The user inputs how many characters the word that
they are thinking of has, and the program starts to make a guess on the most
likely letter in a word of the length the user has inputted. Once a letter has
been confirmed to be correct and its position identified, the program checks to
see if there is a possible digram.
Since the rules of the Standard Game allow for the guesser to guess a word
in any order, our guesser is going to work differently than that of the Sequential
Game. Given the length of the word that the chooser has selected, we will
always guess a letter in the word that has the highest probability. If we correctly
guess a letter, and moreover, that letter is not the last letter of the word, then
our program attempts to guess letters through digram probabilities that are
calculated once for all digrams of n length that the chooser has revealed. A
natural positive consequence of this guessing method is that while guessing
digrams, we can get lucky and reveal letters that occur elsewhere in the word.
An issue that can occur for a guesser in the Standard Game is if there are
no possible digram guesses that can be made. This only happens when the
guesser recognizes that we are the the "end of a word." What this means is
that for a word of length n, if the nth letter is guessed and the word has not
yet been completed, the guesser will have to go back to making guesses of high
probability, not guesses of high digram probability. This happens when every
letter is known except for the starting letter of a word as there are no letters
before the starting letter, thus digrams cannot be used to help find the letter.
The decision tree for the constant digrams guesser for the Standard Game
will follow the decision tree process for Standard Game described earlier. The
only difference is that the probabilities of connected nodes are based on digram
probabilities, but the structure will be the same.
Proposition 14. The constant and updated digrams guesser for the Standard
Game and the constant and updated digrams guesser for the Sequential Game
can be modeled using a markov process.
Proof. Consider the constant digrams guesser for the Standard Game. Random
variables X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn are said to form a Markov process iff
P (Xn+1 = xn+1 |Xn = xn , Xn−1 = xn−1 , . . . , X1 = x1 ) = P (Xn+1 = xn+1 |Xn = xn )
The constant digrams guesser for the Standard Game can be viewed as a decision
tree, see figure 4 on page 16 for a visual. The probability of each node occurring
depends only on the probability of the node before it. For instance, p(s16 )
is entirely dependent on p(s10 ), and so we do have that the decision tree is a
Markov representation. For this exact reasoning, it is also true that the updated
digrams guesser for the Standard Game, the constant digrams guesser for the
Sequential Game, and the updated digrams guesser for the Sequential Game are
all Markov Processes.
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To illustrate how the constant digrams guesser for the Standard Game works,
suppose our chooser selects the word "there." Below we give a sample run of the
program that illustrates the guesses made to reach the word.
How many letters are in your word? 5
Is there a letter e in the word?: y
Please type the positions of the letters
Current Guess: --e-e
Trying most likely digram
Is there a letter r in the word?: y
Please type the positions of the letters
Current Guess: --ere
Is there a letter h in the word?: y
Please type the positions of the letters
Current Guess: -here
Is there a letter t in the word?: y
Please type the positions of the letters
Current status: there
Total Guesses: 4
1.6.4

separated by comma: 3,5

separated by comma: 4

separated by comma: 2

separated by comma: 1

Another strategy for playing Standard Game: The Updating
Digrams Guesser

The updated digrams guesser is much more efficient at guessing the word, but
does not use the same kind of Markov process to get there as version one. The
dictionary that is being used, is repeatedly updated starting when the user tells
the program how many characters their word is. If the user says that their word
is seven letters long, then the new dictionary will only include words that are
seven letters long. The first guess is of the most likely letter in the seven letter
words, but from then on out the guesses are not reliant on the original digram
probabilities. The dictionary is constantly being updated between each event,
making the possible choices fewer and fewer. What makes this version great
at guessing a word is that the more specific a word is, the easier it is for the
program to crack it; it keeps track of multiple letters in words, and by the third
or fourth guess the program is usually ready to make a guess on what the word
is.
The largest downside to this version of the program is that the word that
is being guessed must be a word from The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, if it
is not then the program would be unable to guess the word. The reason that
the updated digrams guesser relies on the word being in the book itself when
the constant digrams guesser does not is due to the process of iterating the
dictionary. Since we are only guessing from a smaller selection of possible words
(with these possible words being in the book), if the word we want exists outside
the set of remaining possible words, then the guesser will never guess that word.
In other words, that word has probability 0 of occurring for the updated digrams
18

guesser. The constant digrams guesser, despite not taking letter probabilities
from this word if it does not exist in the book still has the possibility to luck into
guessing the word, as it will eventually guess every letter possibility. This issue
for the updated digrams gusser could be remedied by incorporating more books
that are in the public domain in order to gain a stronger sample size of words,
but for the purposes of understanding Markov Chains this is not necessary.
The decision tree representation for the updated digrams guesser for the
Standard Game will look similar to the decision tree representation of the constant digrams guesser for the Standard Game. The main difference is that the
tree will be substantially shorter in depth due to the process of iterating the
dictionary of remaining possible words. Undergoing that process leads to the
probability of remaining letter guesses being equivalent to 0 dependent on the
current state on the decision tree, and our guesser will not make a guess of a
letter that has probability 0 occurring.
To illustrate how the updated digrams guesser for the Standard Game works,
suppose our chooser selects the word "there." Below we give a sample run of the
program that illustrates the guesses made to reach the word.
How many letters are in your word: 5
Is there a letter e in the word?: y
Please type the positions of the letters: 3,5
Current Guess:--e-e
Possible Words: {’irene’: 16, ’there’: 502, ’these’: 80, ’where’: 120,
’scene’: 14, ’obese’: 1, ’piece’: 12, ’onehe’: 1, ’crewe’: 1, ’niece’: 6}
Is there a letter h in the word?: y
Please type the positions of the letters: 2
Current Guess: -he-e
Possible Words: {’there’: 502, ’these’: 80, ’where’: 120}
Is there a letter r in the word?: y
Please type the positions of the letters separated by comma: 4
Current Guess: -here
Possible Words: {’there’: 502, ’where’: 120}
Is there a letter t in the word?: y
Please type the positions of the letters separated by comma: 1
Possible Words: {’there’: 502}
Is the word there?: y
Current status: there
Total Guesses: 4
For the word "there," both the constant and updated digrams guessers were
able to get the word in 4 guesses. This is not typical for the guessers. The
process of iterating the dictionary tends to lead for the updated digrams guesser
to find the word in fewer guesses. For example, with the word "window", the
constant digram guesser took 12 guesses while the updated digrams guesser took
8 guesses.
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1.7

Alternative Guessing Strategies

We have also created a number of versions of the guesser program that we will
not discuss in depth in this thesis.
One of our original guessers made both the constant and updated digrams
guessers for the Sequential Game make their guesses in accordance to weighted
probabilities instead of in a deterministic manner. The performance is more
erratic than the deterministic guessers. Below is an example of the constant
digrams guesser getting lucky with their guesses for the word "there."
How many letters are in your
Starting Guess: ----Is there a letter ’t’ in the
Current Guess: t---Is there a letter ’a’ in the
Current Guess: t---Is there a letter ’h’ in the
Current Guess: th--Is there a letter ’i’ in the
Current Guess: th--Is there a letter ’a’ in the
Current Guess: th--Is there a letter ’e’ in the
Current Guess: the-Is there a letter ’r’ in the
Current Guess: therIs there a letter ’e’ in the
Current Guess: there
Total Guesses: 8

word?

5

1 place?:

y

2 place?:

n

2 place?:

y

3 place?:

n

3 place?:

n

3 place?:

y

4 place?:

y

5 place?:

y

The updated digrams guesser for the same word with random weighted
guesses took 10 guesses to get the word, and so there are instances where the constant digrams guesser gets lucky and performs better than the updated digrams
guesser. Overall, however, the results were similar to that of the deterministic
guessers, and so for this thesis we will only discuss the deterministic guessers to
have more direct parallels between the Standard and Sequential Games.
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2

Entropy and Information

A good strategy for a word guessing game requires an understanding of the underlying structure of the language in use. More information about patterns in
words yields better strategies, less information presumably yields worse strategies. Unfortunately Information is an imprecise word. To make these intuitions
precise Shannon introduced a formal definition of "entropy" that captures much
of the intuitions of entropy. In this section we will
• Introduce basic definitions,
• Connect these definitions to word guessing games, and
• Summarize/outline some of the reasons that we should think entropy really
does capture our intuitions about information

2.1

Surprise

We intuitively can describe surprise in English as what we can expect to encounter. Consider the following example, if we open to a random page of a
random book and point to a particular letter on a page, what should we expect
to find? Perhaps it would not be surprising to find the letter "e", but we would
be rather surprised if we managed to find the letter "x". Claude Shannon defined
surprise as a measurement as:
Definition 15. The surprise of an outcome ω ∈ Ω is − log p(ω).
It may seem arbitrary to quantify a concept such as surprise, but in doing
so we are able to precisely define why certain outcomes are more surprising
than others. Say we are told that there is a nine letter word "xylophone" and
we must guess this word in order, and let us also assume that we know the
probabilities of the first letter occurring in a nine letter word. We would want
to begin guessing the words by which has the lowest surprise, that is, they are
most likely to be the correct first letter. Once we manage to guess the "x,"
however, the uncertainty of the word drastically decreases. There are very few
nine letter words that begin with an "x," so it is not surprising for the next letter
to be a "y." Thus, the concept of surprise when applied to a word guessing game
changes dependent on the amount of information the guesser has so far. Once
"x" is known to be the first letter, we are no longer using surprise of a letter
being in a nine letter word, we are using the surprise of a letter following "x" in
a nine letter word.
The laws of logarithm allow us to expand this idea of the total surprise of a
word being the sum of conditional surprises in a word in the following:
Definition 16. The joint surprise for outputs ω1 , ω2 , . . . , ωn ∈ Ω is




− log p(ω1 ω2 . . . ωn ) = − log p(ω1 ) × p(ω2 |ω1 ) × · · · × p(ωn |ω1 ω2 . . . ωn−1 )






= − log p(ω1 ) − log p(ω2 |ω1 ) − · · · − log (ωn |ω1 ω2 . . . ωn−1 )
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This additive property of conditional surprise matches our intuition above,
justifying the use of logarithms in Shannon’s definition of surprise.

2.2

Entropy

Claude Shannon’s definition for Entropy was intended to quantify the amount
of uncertainty that exists for a random variable. Shannon preferred to work in
the binary sphere from his experience in Boolean mathematics [5], and as such
logarithms in Shannon’s information are in base 2. Shannon defined entropy as
follows:
Definition 17 (Chapter 2 of [2]). The formula for entropy is given by:
X
H(X) = −
p(x) log p(x)
x∈X

Notice that the definition of entropy is intrinsically tied to that of surprise.
Entropy measures the amount of uncertainty in a random variable, here our
random variable would be the letter that we are currently guessing. Entropy as
a measurement is given the unit of bits. Some give the measurement of surprise
the unit of bits, but we will not in the remainder of this paper.
Of course if there was true randomness and no rules to the English language,
then every letter would be independent of each other (this is the 0th order of
1
)=
English in Shannon’s paper). Each letter would have a surprise of − log( 26
log(26) = 4.7 bits per letter. Using the entropy formula, the total entropy would
1
log(26) = 4.7 bits per letter. What this means is that since every letter
be 26 26
is equally likely to occur, then the occurrence of one letter is no more surprising
than another, and as a result their surprise is equivalent to the entropy.
What this means is that if the English language had letter probabilities
completely independent of one another, then guessing a letter will on average
reveal 4.7 bits of information on the word.
What if we wanted the actual surprise and entropy of the single letters
in English? Knowing the probabilities of each letter occurring, we can find
the amount of surprise/information in bits that a letter has on average. It is
important to note that if we are to have an alphabet where we never can find
the letter z, then −p(z) log p(z) = 0 log 0 which is going to be undefined. To
avoid this, we will follow the definition found in [2], that is, 0 log 0 = 0
While the above formula produces entropy for the alphabet by following the
action of flipping to a random page in a book and pointing at the letter, we can
impose greater restrictions on our set of outputs. If we make the set of outputs
to just one letter words in English, then our only possible outputs are going to
be the letters "a" and "i." With these restrictions we can still find the entropy
for one letter words, but the way to do so will be done in the manner below:
X
H(X) = −
p(x) log p(x) = −p(a) log p(a) + −p(i) log p(i)
x∈X
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where p(a) and p(i) are the probabilities that a one letter word is "a" and "i"
respectively. This distinction between just the letters and words of a certain
length is going to be important when it comes to understanding joint entropy
for the word guessing games.

2.3

Joint and Conditional Entropy

Extending the definition of entropy to a pair of random variables will change
the formula needed to find the entropy, but will allow us to get closer to finding
a formula that captures the entropy of words. Below is the formula for joint
entropy of two random variables.
Definition 18 (Chapter 2 of [2]). The joint entropy H(X, Y ) of a pair of
discrete random variables (X, Y ) with a joint distribution p(x, y) is defined as
XX
H(X, Y ) = −
p(x, y) log p(x, y)
x∈X y∈Y

When considering the action that is taken by our function that goes from
our random space of the words in a book to the letters of a book, we have that
the above formula should now produce the entropy of all two letter words in
English. It is important to make the distinction that since our output space is
the two letter words in English, then there are going to be many digrams not
included for finding the entropy of two letter words if they cannot stand on their
own as a two letter word. For example, "as" is a digram that is also a two letter
word and is going to be in our output space, but the digram "yz" is not a two
letter word in English and is going to have probability 0 of occurring, and is
thus not taken into account for our entropy. As a result, for the above formula
in terms of what we are working with in the word guessing game means that
x ∈ X are going to be the letters in English that can be the first letter in a two
letter word, and y ∈ Y is going to be the possible second letters in a two letter
word. Since we are working in a joint distribution space, p(x, y) = p(y|x) ∗ p(x).
Thus, any combination of x and y is going to potentially be a two letter word,
but if the specific combination is not a two letter word, that is, p(y|x) = 0 then
our entropy is not going to be effected as impossible outputs will produce 0 in
the final sum.
Definition 19 (Chapter 2 of [2]). For random variables X and Y , for (X, Y ) ∼
p(x, y), the conditional entropy H(Y |X) is defined as:
XX
H(Y |X) = −
p(x, y) log p(y|x)
x∈X y∈Y

The above definition is closely related to the joint entropy formula as p(y|x) =
Conditional entropy measures the remaining entropy the random variable Y has remaining given information related to Y found in random variable
X is already known. In terms of the word guessing games, and in particular, the
p(x,y)
p(x) .
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entropy of two letter words; if we know what the first letter is in a two letter
word, then the remaining entropy for the second letter (which is also a random
variable where the output space is the alphabet) decreases, as the remaining
possibilities in our total output space, that being all the two letter words in
English, also decrease when the first letter is known. An example would be if
we know that the random variable X has produced output "w," then it must be
the case that our random variable Y is going to produce a letter, say k, such
that "wk" is a word in the English language.
Much like calculating the probability of digrams, we can express the joint
entropy of two distinct random variables as the following:
Theorem 20 (Chapter 2 of [2]).
H(X, Y ) = H(X) + H(Y |X)
Proof.
XX

H(X, Y ) = −

p(x, y) log p(x, y)

x∈X y∈Y

XX

=−

p(x, y) log[p(x) ∗ p(y|x)]

x∈X y∈Y

XX

=−

p(x, y) log p(x) −

x∈X y∈Y

X

=−

XX

p(x, y) log p(y|x)

x∈X y∈Y

XX

p(x) log p(x) −

x∈X

p(x, y) log p(y|x)

x∈X y∈Y

= H(X) + H(Y |X)

2.4

Generalizing Joint Entropy

The definitions and results for joint and conditional entropy can be even further
expanded to words of length n. Together this gives the following theorem:
Theorem 21 (Theorem 2.5.1 of [2]). Let X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn be drawn according to
p(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ). Then
H(X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn ) = H(X, Y )
X X
=−
=

X

x1 ∈X1 x2 ∈X2 x3 ∈X3
n
X

X

···

xn ∈Xn

H(Xi |X1 , . . . , Xi−1 )

i=1
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p(x1 , x2 , x3 , . . . , xn ) log p(x1 , x2 , x3 , . . . , xn )

Proof. For 2 random variables
X X
p(x1 , x2 ) log p(x1 , x2 )
H(X1 , X2 ) = −
x1 ∈X1 x2 ∈X2

=−

X

X

p(x1 , x2 ) log[p(x1 ) ∗ p(x2 |x1 )]

x1 ∈X1 x2 ∈X2

=−

X

X

X

X

p(x1 , x2 )(x2 |x1 )

x1 ∈X1 x2 ∈X2

x1 ∈X1 x2 ∈X2

=−

X

p(x1 , x2 ) log p(x1 ) −
X

p(x1 ) log p(x1 ) −

x1 ∈X1

X

p(x1 , x2 ) log p(x2 |x1 )

x1 ∈X1 x2 ∈X2

= H(X1 ) + H(X2 |X1 )
Call (X1 , X2 ) = Y . So expanding the with 2 random variables to 3: H(X1 , X2 , X3 )
H(X1 , X2 , X3 ) = H(Y, X3 ) =
X X
=−
p(y, x3 ) log p(y, x3 )
y∈Y x3 ∈X3

Using the same process as above,
= H(Y ) + H(X3 |Y )
but Y = (X1 , X2 ), so we receive
= H(X1 ) + H(X2 |X1 ) + H(X3 |X1 , X2 )
This process can be repeated for n-many random variables to yield
H(X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn ) = H(X1 ) + H(X2 |X1 ) + H(X3 |X1 , X2 ) + · · · + H(Xn |X1 , . . . , Xn−1 )
n
X
H(Xi |X1 , . . . , Xi−1 )
=
i=1

Say, for example, we want to find the entropy of 4 letter words in English.
This can be done two ways. We can, by definition, compute the probability
of all words, the surprise of all words, and then find their weighted average.
We can also find the entropy character by character in the spirit of a guessing
game. If we let X1 be the function of random variable X1 that maps to the
output space being the first letter of the 4 letter word. Let X2 be the function
of random variable X2 that maps the output space to the second letter of the 4
letter word, and so on until the entire 4 letter word is created. Then, based on
the above theorem, the entropy of our 4 letter word is going to be
H(X1 ) + H(X2 |X1 ) + H(X3 |X2 , X1 ) + H(X4 |X3 , X2 , X1 )
What is essentially occurring here is that the total entropy of an n-letter word
is going to be the independent entropy of one letter words in English and the
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sum of the entropy of two conditional entropy of two letter words given the first
letter is known up to the conditional entropy of 4 letter words where the first
3 letters are known. That is, with all of the conditioning occurring, for a word
that is n-letters long, our total entropy is going to be the entropy of each letter
with their probability being that they are the first letter of a n-letter word added
to the conditional entropy of the second letter given the first letter, and so on.
As a result, for the English language, for all words of length n, the letterby-letter algorithm for calculating the entropy of a word of length n is going to
be incredibly long and tedious. The English language, fortunately, is incredibly
particular for which letter combinations are possible for words to exist, and so
most the terms in the summation for the formula for joint entropy of n-many
random variables are going to be 0 as there are certain letters that simply cannot
follow other letters. Words have a strict order they must adhere to, and so if two
letters never follow one another, then the entropy for those letter combinations
is going to trivially equal to 0.
The expected value of a random variable is given by:
Definition 22 (1.2 of [1]). The expected value of a discrete random variable X
is
X
E[X] =
aP (X = a).
a∈E

Since our own code will record the probability, and therefore the surprise of
each word, we will calculate entropy as the weighted average of surprise.
Theorem 23. The entropy of a random variable X relates to the expected value
of X in the following manner
H(X) = E[log(

1
)]
p(X)

Proof. Note that p(X) = p(X = x) = p(x) as we are using the probability mass
function p(x) for the random variable X.
E[log(

1
)] = E[− log(p(x))]
p(x)

expected value has the property of linearity so
= −E[log(p(x))]
= −[p(x1 ) log p(x1 ) + p(x2 ) log p(x2 ) . . . p(xn ) log p(xn )]
X
=−
p(x) log p(x)
x∈X

= H(X)
1
) is a measure
With the above theorem, it is important to note that log( p(x)
of the surprise for one of the outcomes for a random variable X.
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3
3.1

Analysis
Methodology

In this paper, we wanted to study the relationship between the structure of
the games, the strategies of the guessers, and the information contained in the
English language. This is hard to do analytically, so instead we collected data,
and will perform some high-level comparisons based on our results.
For this part of the project, we selected one book in the public domain: The
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes by Arthur Conan Doyle (1892). We used this
book to extract probabilities for words, letters, and digrams.
To perform this analysis, we ran each of our four guessing strategies (two
per game, four total) on each word that occurred in the book. The way this was
performed was by altering the code to no longer require user input to confirm if
a guess was correct, the program would recognize if the guess was correct and
then record how many guesses were required, the classical surprise of a word,
and the used surprise of the guesses the guesser had made. The specifics of used
surprise will be discussed in 3.4 on page 28 when it is first introduced.

3.2

Number of Guesses versus Classical Surprise

To perform our analysis, we ran each of our four guessing strategies (two per
game, four total) on each word that occurred in the book. We then created
an X-Y Scatter Plot where the x-value was the surprise of the word, and the
y-value was the number of guesses used in the appropriate game and strategy.
The comparison can best be seen in Figures 5 and 7 on pages 29 and 31. Full
sized versions of all four diagrams can be found in Figures 11, 12, 13, and 14 on
pages 36, 36, 37, and 37.
It is important to note before comparing the data that the classical surprise
of the words are going to be the same with every guesser. The surprise of the
words in the book are based purely on the probabilities of the words occurring
in the book, that is, surprise= − log2 p(xi ) where xi is the word in the book.
Thus the differences between the scatter plots for classical surprise are based
entirely on the manner in which the guesser makes their guesses for a letter,
we have seen before that certain guessers are better at finding a word in a low
amount of guesses, and others require a high number of guesses to find a word.
Additionally, as the surprise of a word is directly linked to its probability in the
book, a word with high surprise occurs less often in the book. This makes sense
from an intuitive understanding of surprise as a concept, if we were to open
the book up and point to a random word, we would find it quite surprising to
have chosen a word that does not occur very often in the book or in the English
language. Immediately following from the definition of surprise is that surprise
has a maximum value if the word only occurs once in the book.
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3.3

Entropy of the English Language

An interesting side result from finding the entropy of every word in the book,
is that we were able to calculate a word entropy rate of 2.2494 bits per letter.
We found this by computing the weighted average of the surprise of each
word in the book, divided by the weighted average of the lengths of the string
in the book.
This is not exactly what Claude Shannon was able to compute as being the
entropy rate of English through the Shannon Guessing Game [3]being 1.3 bits
of information per letter. Shannon’s Guessing Game used a human participant
following a game similar to the Sequential Game, but with a large portion of
text from a book, not individual words. As a result, this game incorporates
grammatical structure. His game has additional structure that reveals more
information to his guesser, and so that is why the entropy rate of English is
lower than what we found being the word entropy rate. We can further extend
this finding of the word entropy rate to try and conclude if The Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes is written typical by comparing the found 2.2494 bits per letter
to other books word entropy rate, but this is outside the scope of this project.

3.4

Number of Guesses versus Used Surprise

From the plot of Guesses versus Classical Surprise, there is a clear connection
between the surprise of a word, and the number of guesses used to find the word.
However, the relationship is not direct. One possible reason for this is the fact
that the guesser "experiences" a certain amount of "surprise" at each guess,
based on the probability of the letter that is being made and those probabilities
depend on exactly how the guesser is implemented.
To better understand the relationship between the probabilities used by the
guessers and the number of guesses, we make the following definition.
Definition 24. Fix a guessing strategy (decision tree representation of a two
player game with probabilities) for a language, and a word in that language.
The used probability of the word is the probability of a single path through
the decision tree being selected. In other words, the used probability is the
product of the probabilities of segment followed when guessing the word.
The used surprise of the word is given by − log2 p(x) where p(x) is the
used probability that a guesser has for a word.
The used surprise a guesser has for a word is different for every guesser.
Unlike classic surprise which is the same among all of the guessers, the used
surprise is entirely dependent on the guessing strategy that was selected. The
used probability is the product of the probabilities of each guess being correct,
and so for a guesser that is able to efficiently guess a word in as few guesses as
possible, there is going to be a low used surprise.
To understand the relationship between the used surprise and the number
of guesses made, we modified the program to calculate the used surprise, and
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plotted the number of guesses as a function of this used surprise. These plots
are given in Figures 15, 16, 17, and 18 on pages 38, 38, 39, and 39.

3.5

Comparing guessers for the Standard Game

Recall that in the Standard Game the guessers guess a letter everywhere it
appears.
3.5.1

From the perspective of classic surprise

Figure 5: Standard Game, Constant Digrams guesser (left)
versus Updated Digrams Guesser (right), with classical surprise.
For the true surprise of the words versus the guesses required to find the
word in the Standard Game, the value for classical surprise is going to be the
same with the different guessers. The number of guesses required to guess the
word, however, are going to be noticeably different, and as such a comparison
of the number of guesses to find the word for the guessers in the Standard
Game are revealed through the scatter plots in figure 5 on page 29. The graphs
look incredibly similar up to about surprise being 8. From this we can fairly
conclude that the guessers for the constant and updated digrams guesser do not
differ drastically when it comes to words with a low surprise; a low surprise
will lead to a similar amount of guesses in both versions of the game. Where
the graphs really detract from each other is when the surprise is greater than
8. From a higher surprise there the graphs diverge. For the updated digrams
guesser we can see that the maximum number of guesses for words with surprise
about 9 to 14 is about 21 guesses. This is noticeably different from the constant
digrams guesser for the Standard Game where words in the same surprise range
maintain a maximum of about 24 up to 26 guesses. We can see that for the
updated digrams guesser the ceiling of maximum guesses is lower and this can be
directly attributed to iterating the dictionary and only calculating the remaining
probabilities from a list of possible words that are left rather than from every
word in the book. That is another key distinction between the two scatter
plots; words with a high surprise (≥ 8) require a minimum of about 4 guesses
in order to obtain the word. On the other hand, the updated digrams guesser is
able to obtain the word for high surprise words in as few as 1 guess (for words
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with greater than surprise 11), but no more than 24 guesses. The updated
digrams guesser for the Standard Game is able to achieve guessing a word in
one guess because the process of iterating the dictionary will have the first letter
guess occurr for a word of length n, and then if there is only one possible word
remaining in the dictionary, the guesser will guess that word. Since this is not
a letter guess, this guess is not recorded. Both games are played the exact same
way, but with the updated digrams guesser iterating the dictionary to only
include the possible words that are remaining, and with this simple difference
the updated digrams guesser is able to guess these high surprise words with less
guesses than the constant digrams guesser.
3.5.2

From the perspective of used surprise

Figure 6: Standard Game, Constant Digrams guesser (left)
versus Updated Digrams Guesser (right), with used surprise.
The used surprise for both of the guessers in the Standard Game are going to
be different due to the nature of the how the guesses are being made. As such,
we can draw comparisons of the used surprise for both of the guessers to see
how the found used surprise is going to compare to the number of guesses being
made. Comparing the graphs of used surprise versus guesses of the constant
and updated digrams guesser for the Standard Game in figure 6 on page 30, we
can notice some surprising comparisons. Firstly, we can see that the surprise
values far exceed that of the word in its entirety. This makes sense as the used
surprise is one branch of the decision tree that leads to the word, and so the
product of probabilities of going down a specific branch is going to be smaller
than that of the word as a whole, and so the surprise will be larger through
the surprise formula. What we see, however, is that for words in which the
used surprise was below 40 we seem to have a similar graph for the constant
digram guesser and the updated digrams guesser. After surprise 40 there is a
noticeable spread of the number of guesses required to make a word against
the used surprise. This is due to the fact that words with a low used surprise
must have had high probabilities for each guess, and with a high probability
for each guess, the constant digrams guesser is likely to make the same guesses
as the updated digrams guesser for a word despite not iterating the dictionary.
Additionally, with the high probability of the letters being guessed, there is
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low surprise for the letters to be correct, and so for the words with a low used
surprise for the constant digrams guesser, the number of guesses are similar. For
words with a high used surprise, iterating the dictionary results in noticeable
differences between the versions of the program. When we iterate the dictionary
to only include possible remaining guesses, we are increasing the probabilities
of each of the remaining guesses, and so the used surprise is going to decrease.
This explains why there are no words with used surprise greater than 60 for the
updated digrams guesser, and why the constant digrams guesser making more
guesses with less information is going to result in the used surprise much larger
than the updated digrams guesser for the Sequential Game.

3.6
3.6.1

Comparing Guessers for the Sequential Game
From the perspective of classic surprise

Figure 7: Sequential Game, Constant Digrams guesser (left)
versus Updated Digrams Guesser (right), with classic surprise.
The classic surprise of the words in the Sequential Game is going to be the
same as these values based on the probabilities of words occurring in the book,
but the number of guesses required to find each word detract drastically. When
considering Sequential Game, we see some striking differences between the two
scatter plots in Figure 7 on page 31. Throughout the scatter plots we can see
that the minimum number of guesses required for a word of the same surprise
is close to being consistent; but the striking difference appears when looking at
the maximum number of guesses required for a high entropy word. The updated
digrams guesser for the Sequential Game has a maximum number of guesses for
high entropy words that, for the book, does not exceed 40 guesses. Both versions
have a similar number of minimum guesses for a word when it comes to their
surprise. It is true for both versions of the Sequential Game that the higher
the surprise of a word, the higher the maximum number of guesses required
for the word, but the differences between the two graphs really comes from the
difference between the maximum number of guesses for the word. Iterating the
dictionary to only include probabilities for remaining possible words drastically
lowers the maximum number of guesses in the updated digrams guesser for the
Sequential Game for a high surprise word compared to the constant digrams
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guesser for the Sequential Game.
3.6.2

From the perspective of used surprise

Figure 8: Sequential Game, Constant Digrams Guesser (left)
versus Updated Digrams Guesser (right), with used surprise.
The used surprise for both of the guessers in the Sequential Game are, on
average, going to be high as a result of the structure of the game. Having to
guess letters in order are going to lead to more guesses, which leads to a higher
used surprise, but the comparisons of the used surprise against both the guessers
in the Sequential Game are interesting. In figure 8 on page 32 we can see that
the graphs of used surprise for both the guessers in the Sequential Game are
incredibly similar in form. They both seem to have this linear relationship; the
higher the used surprise, the higher the number of guesses. However, through
the process of iterating the dictionary we can see that the the updated digrams
guesser far exceeds the constant digrams guesses by tightening the relationship
between used surprise and guesses. What we end up with is that that the graph
of used surprise versus guesses for the updated digrams guesser looks to be about
the same as the constant digrams guesser for the Sequential Game. Through
the process of iterating the dictionary, however, we are able to see that the used
surprise and the number of guess goes down, but the overall relationship is still
the same.

3.7

Standard Game versus Sequential Game

In this section we consider the differences in the maximum number of guesses
required to guess a word in the Standard Game versus the Sequential game.
For simplicity, we will focus on the better guesser (updated digrams) for both
games.
3.7.1

Comparing the number of guesses required between games

Now we want to compare the better guessers for both of the games to get a
visual indication of the differences between the structures of both of the games.
Consider figure 9 on page 33. Note that we altered the y-axis values for the
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Figure 9: Standard Game (left) vs. Sequential Game (right), classic surprise.
Standard Game to reflect the same values of the Sequential Game. Doing so
loses some structure of the the game, but does allow the connections between
both the games to be clearer. See Figure 14 on page 37 for the image of the
full structure of the Standard Game. The graph of the updated digram guesser
in the Sequential Game for classic surprise is just much taller than the classic
surprise scatter plot of the Standard Game. Classic surprise is the same value
regardless of the game or the guesser, and so we can conclude that the Sequential
Game does require significantly more guesses per word than the Standard Game.
This proves our intuitive understanding that the Standard Game works better
at guessing a word. The Standard Game is a much better way to play the word
guessing game to try and find a word in as few guesses as possible because a letter
can only be guessed once, but with the Sequential Game there are potentially
26 guesses needed for each position remaining.
This result helps explain the differences between figures 2 and 4 on pages
10 and 16 respectively. In our small sample language, the decision tree for the
Sequential Game was much larger with more branches than the Standard Game.
This is because there are more paths that can be taken to get to the word, and
despite the letter guesses being chosen in a deterministic manner since there are
more paths to the same word, the path selected will have a higher surprise than
in the Standard Game.
Other than the seemingly obvious result on the number of guesses, the comparison of classic surprise does not reveal much on the structure of the games.
In order to try and find a better understanding of the structure of the games,
we will now turn to a comparison of the used surprise for the updated digrams
guessers for the Standard and Sequential games.
3.7.2

Used Surprise comparison of Updated Digram Guessers for
the two games

We now want to consider the differences between the used surprise scatter plots
(figure 10 on page 34) of the updated digrams guessers in the Standard and
Sequential Game. Both the graphs for the updated digrams guesser look similar
to the graphs of the constant digrams guesser for their respective games, but the
used surprise graphs of the two guessers do not look similar to their opposing
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Figure 10: Standard Game (left) vs. Sequential Game (right) with used surprise.
game. This suggests that there is an inherent connection to the structure of the
game and the used surprise as the used surprise between the two games alter
drastically.
When looking at the used surprise of the updated digrams guesser for the
Standard Game against the used surprise of the updated digrams guesser for
the Sequential Game there are monumental differences between the two. The
used surprise for the Standard Game guesser is seen to follow three distinct
lines where when we have a higher surprise, there will be a higher number of
guesses. The same is true for the updated digrams guesser for the Sequential
Game as well, but we can see that the graph is more scattered after restricting
the dictionary compared to the guesser for the Standard Game. In the updated
digrams guesser for the Standard Game, the more words of the same used surprise will require the same amount of guesses for the word, and as such, there
is substantial overlap of points when compared to that of the Sequential Game
guesser. Despite having a higher overall spread for true surprise against guesses
over the Sequential Game guesser, the used surprise versus guesses reveals that
words with the same used surprise in the Standard Game with the updated
digrams guesser will require about the same amount of guesses compared to the
Sequential Game guesser. As such, we can conclude that this guesser does seem
to reveal more information for each letter guess as the used surprise is much
lower than its Sequential Game counterpart, but moreover, we can conclude
that the updated digrams guesser for the Standard Game is more consistent at
providing about the same amount of information per guess.

3.8

Summary/Overview

For each game (standard and sequential) the "used surprise" graph is much
cleaner and more sharp than the "classical surprise" graph. In both games (and
guessers), this sharper pattern is also visible within the more vague "classical"
surprise graph. In other words, used surprise does seem to identify and reveal a
real underlying structure of the game/guesser. However the underlying patterns
revealed by used surprise are very different between the standard and sequential
games. This suggests that we are uncovering and exploring some real difference
between the two games.
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The games are fundamentally different in how guess options go down drastically as more guesses are made, and as more is learned about the word being
considered. In other words, the games are fundamentally different in how information is, or can be, used.
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Figure 11: Sequential Game, Constant Digrams Guesser. Surprise calculated using the frequency of the word in the book.

Figure 12: Sequential Game, Updated Digrams Guesser. Surprise calculated using the frequency of the word in the book.
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Figure 13: Standard Game, Constant Digrams Guesser. Surprise calculated using the frequency of the word in the book.

Figure 14: Standard Game, Updated Digrams Guesser. Surprise calculated using the frequency of the word in the book.
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Figure 15: Sequential Game, Constant Digrams Guesser. Surprise calculated from the probabilities used by the guesser when guessing the word.

Figure 16: Sequential Game, Updated Digram Guesser. Surprise calculated from the probabilities used by the guesser when guessing the word.
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Figure 17: Standard Game, Constant Digrams Guesser. Surprise calculated from the probabilities used by the guesser when guessing the word.

Figure 18: Standard Game, Updated Digrams Guesser. Surprise calculated from the probabilities used by the guesser when guessing the word.
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4

Further Research

The scope of this project and applications/studies of Shannon’s Guessing Game
naturally leads to avenue of further research. There simply was not enough
time to adequately understand the specifics of Information Theory as well as
applying Information Theory to the word guessing games. Much more work can
be completed into the discussion of Information Theory, and more specifically,
the notion of surprise, into word guessing games.

4.1

Other Word Guessing Games

This project focused on the two different word guessing games of Standard Game
and Sequential Game, but these are not the only ways that word guessing games
can be constructed. Alluded to earlier was the popular game "Wordle;" this a
word guessing game where Information Theory can be applied to. This work has
been done by 3Blue1Brown in [6], but this serves as an example of the fact that
if we change the rules of our guessing game, we will have a different application
of Information Theory to find the surprise of the guesses.
An interesting application of the study of surprise in word guessing games
would be to consider a chooser intentionally trying to pick a low probability
(high surprise) word for the guesser. If the guesser does not know that they are
picking a word in this manner, then the guesser will likely perform worse than
if the words are selected with respect to their probability in the language. If
the guesser knows that the chooser is going to select a word, with say, surprise
greater than 15, then the guesser could only look to words with that corresponding surprise and make guesses there. Essentially, the guesser would be iterating
the dictionary of possible words to only be of words with surprise greater than
15, and so the guesser could likely be better at guessing these words. More
work would need to be done in the programs in order to test and prove this
conjecture.

4.2

Entropy Rates of Other Languages

We found that the word entropy rate was 2.2492 bits of information. This
value came exclusively from the words in The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes by
Arthur Conan Doyle being the source of the words for the word guessing game.
If we were to alter the code to include guessing large portions of text similar
to the Shannon Guessing Game, then we could potentially receive the entropy
rate of English through the book. Receiving a value of 1.32 bits of information
per letter confirmed that this book is typical of the English language. Once this
is done, we can confirm the entropy rate of English by uploading other books
in English to confirm what is typical for the English. Now consider instead
uploading a few different French novels. Inputting a few different French novels
would ensure that the authors write in a typical manner of the French language,
and so the word guessing game programs would be able to find the Entropy rate
of French. With any typical sampling of text, we are able to find, as well as
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compare and contrast the entropy rates of different languages, and this could
be used to then find the most optimal language for conveying the same message
with the least amount of information needed.

4.3

Shannon Guessing Game

Claude Shannon in “Prediction and Entropy of Printed English (1951)” [3] details his own study of a word guessing game with a human participant. He uses
established tables of monogram, digram, and trigram frequencies of letters in
the English language to find the entropy rate of English for those length n-grams
respectively. He provides the following equation for the conditional entropy for
the next letter when the previous N − 1 letters are known:
Definition 25 (Entropy of the next letter in an N gram). [[3]]
X
X
Fn = −
p(bi , j) log p(bi , j) +
p(bi ) log p(bi )
i,j

i

where bi is a block of N − 1 letters, j is an arbitrary letter following bi , p(bi , j)
is the probability of the N gram bi j, and pbi (j) is the conditional probability of
the letter j after the block bi .
For up to trigrams, using the above definition with existing tables of frequencies in the English language will provide the average uncertainty of the
next letter with the previous letters known. For any calculation for an N -Gram
after a trigram, Shannon had to use a different approach to approximate the
entropy rate for letters, and he did so using a guessing game.
In this experiment he has a section of text and asks the participant to guess
the first letter and move on through the word and sentences, recording the
amount of guesses it took the participant between each letter. What occurs,
as is to be expected, is that the first few letters of a word are going to require
more guesses than the letters at the end of the word. He was able to use this
experiment in order to find the entropy rate for an N -gram by offering the
participant making the guesses the previous N − 1 letters to help them make
their guess. What he received was [3][Table 1]; that is, he created a table of all
of the letters with a space where the columns are the N − 1 letters known to the
participant and the rows are the amount of guesses required in order to make
the guess.
Sequential Game of the word guessing game is following a similar format;
the guesser is given the knowledge that the word is going to be an N -gram,
that is, the guesser is told how long the word is going to be. The guesser then
guesses letters sequentially, and with each correct guess that letter is revealed
to the guesser as information for the next guess. So the process of guesser is, at
first, to make a guess based on a monogram frequencies, then once that letter
is known, to make a guess based on digram frequencies, then once that letter is
known the guesser is going to make a guess based on trigram frequencies, and
so on until eventually the word (an N -gram) is revealed.
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Shannon then goes on to detail how in his word guessing game, the ideal
guesser is going to make their guesses in a deterministic manner, that is, whichever
conditional probability p(bi , j) is the highest will be guessed with probability
1, if that fails then move to the next highest conditional probability until the
letter is correctly guessed.
There seem to be strong ties between the probabilities of an N -gram that
Shannon was unable to directly find without the use of the word guessing game
and Standard Game and Sequential Game, as well as how Standard Game and
Sequential Game can find the upper and lower bounds of Entropy in English,
but there is not enough time in order to truly understand the direct connections
between the entropy limits we found and the true entropy limits of English.
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5

Appendix: Guesser Code

5.1

Sequential Game Guesser, Used Probability

import math
import random
import re
import csv
from tkinter import Tk, filedialog

def open_file():
words = "Sherlock_Holme.txt"
# Creates a list of all words from the text file
my_list = open(words, encoding="utf8").read()
my_list = my_list.replace("\n", " ").split(" ") # Get rid of the new
line chars, replace with spaces
massive_book_string = ""
for word in my_list:
massive_book_string += (word + " ")
return massive_book_string

# This function removes all punctuation from the massive book string,
also replaces all dashes with a space
def remove_punctuation(all_words) -> list:
clean_words = ""
all_words = all_words.lower()
all_words = all_words.replace("-", " ")
for character in all_words:
valid_characters = ’abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ’
if character in valid_characters:
clean_words += character
new_list = clean_words.split(" ")
result = [element for element in new_list if element.strip()]
return result

def get_num_letters(word_list):
# Get user input, how many letters is the word?
response = input("Please input how many letters are in your word: ")
# Try to cast the response as an integer
try:
response = int(response)
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# Check if any words with that amount of letters exist in the
list we have
for word in word_list:
if len(word) == response:
return response
print("There are no words with that many letters, please try
again\n")
return get_num_letters(word_list)
except ValueError:
print("Please enter a number only!")
return get_num_letters(word_list)

def get_n_letter_words(number_of_letters, word_list):
n_letter_words = list()
for value in word_list:
if len(value) == number_of_letters:
n_letter_words.append(value)
return n_letter_words

def generate_starting_string(number_of_letters):
string = "-" * int(number_of_letters)
return string

def generate_words_dictionary(words):
words_dict = dict()
for word in words:
if word in words_dict:
words_dict[word] += 1
else:
words_dict[word] = 1
return words_dict

def generate_new_possible_letters(words_with_n_letters, position) -> list
:
possible_letters = list()
for word in words_with_n_letters:
letter_in_position = str(word[position])
if letter_in_position not in possible_letters:
possible_letters.append(letter_in_position)
return possible_letters
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def generate_dumb_possible_letters() -> list:
return [’a’, ’b’, ’c’, ’d’, ’e’, ’f’, ’g’, ’h’, ’i’, ’j’, ’k’, ’l’, ’
m’, ’n’, ’o’, ’p’,
’q’, ’r’, ’s’, ’t’, ’u’, ’v’, ’w’, ’x’, ’y’, ’z’]

def generate_letter_dictionary_for_position(words, possible_letters,
position):
letter_dict = dict()
for word in words:
letter_in_position = word[position]
if letter_in_position in possible_letters:
if letter_in_position in letter_dict:
letter_dict[letter_in_position] += 1
else:
letter_dict[letter_in_position] = 1
return letter_dict

def make_guess(letter, guessed_word, possible_letters, position,
target_word):
# response = input(f"Is there a letter ’{letter}’ in the {position +
1} place?: ").lower()
if letter == target_word[position]:
guessed_word = guessed_word[:position] + letter + guessed_word[
position + 1:]
else:
if len(possible_letters) > 1:
possible_letters.remove(letter)
else:
print("There are no more letters that could possibly be in
this position.")
exit(0)
return guessed_word, possible_letters

def get_likely_letter(letters):
if len(letters) == 0:
print("There are no more letters to guess, sorry.")
exit(0)
# print(letters)
if len(letters.keys()) > 1:
# letter = random.choices(list(letters.keys()), weights=list(
letters.values()), k=1)[0]
letter = max(letters, key=letters.get)
if len(letters.keys()) == 1:
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letter = list(letters.keys())[0]
return letter

def check_if_first_letter_guessed(guessed_word):
if guessed_word[0] != ’-’:
return False
else:
return True

def generate_digram_probabilities(guessed_word, words, possible_letters,
position):
probabilities = dict()
for word in words:
if word[position - 1] == guessed_word[position - 1] and word[
position] in possible_letters:
digram = word[position - 1] + word[position]
if digram in probabilities:
probabilities[digram] += 1
else:
probabilities[digram] = 1
return probabilities

def get_digram_prob(digrams):
keys = list(digrams.keys())
values = list(digrams.values())
# chosen_digram = random.choices(keys, weights=values, k=1)
max_value = 0
chosen_digram = list()
for key, value in digrams.items():
if value > max_value:
max_value = value
chosen_digram.append(key)
return chosen_digram

def generate_smart_digram_probabilities(guessed_word, words,
possible_letters, position):
probabilities = dict()
filtered_words = filter_words(guessed_word, words, possible_letters,
position)
for word in filtered_words:
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if word[position - 1] == guessed_word[position - 1] and word[
position] in possible_letters:
digram = word[position - 1] + word[position]
if digram in probabilities:
probabilities[digram] += 1
else:
probabilities[digram] = 1
return probabilities, filtered_words

def filter_words(guessed_word, words, possible_letters, position) -> list
:
new_words = list()
match = guessed_word.replace("-", ".")
for word in words:
if re.search(match, word) and word[position] in possible_letters:
new_words.append(word)
return new_words

def make_word_list(words):
word_list = list()
for word in words:
if word not in word_list:
word_list.append(word)
return word_list

def generate_probability_dict(word_dict, wordcount):
prob_dict = dict()
for key, value in word_dict.items():
prob_dict[key] = value / wordcount
return prob_dict

def get_surprise_value(probability):
surprise = -math.log2(probability)
return surprise

def get_word_entropy(prob, surprise):
entropy = prob * surprise
return entropy

def generate_csv_dict(prob_dict, avg_guess_dict, all_product_probs_dict):
dictionary_list = list()
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for key, value in prob_dict.items():
entry_dict = dict()
surprise = get_surprise_value(value)
entropy = get_word_entropy(value, surprise)
try:
avg_guess = avg_guess_dict[key]
product_probs = all_product_probs_dict[key]
except KeyError:
print("KEY ERROR!!!")
avg_guess = 0
entry_dict["word"] = key
entry_dict["probability"] = value
entry_dict["surprise"] = surprise
entry_dict["entropy"] = entropy
entry_dict["average_guesses"] = avg_guess
entry_dict["all_product_probs"] = product_probs
dictionary_list.append(entry_dict)
return dictionary_list

def calc_prob(letter, dictionary):
letter_prob = dictionary[letter]
total_prob = 0
if len(dictionary) == 1:
x = dictionary[letter]
return 1
for key, value in dictionary.items():
total_prob += value
# print(f"PROB FOR {letter}: {letter_prob/total_prob}")
return letter_prob/total_prob

def game2a(target_word):
# Start at beginning of the word and work through the word with
digram probabilities
# Do not alter the dictionary
# ---Setup--words = remove_punctuation(open_file())
number_of_letters = len(target_word)
words_with_n_letters = get_n_letter_words(number_of_letters, words)
guessed_word = generate_starting_string(number_of_letters)
# This denotes the letter we are trying to find, 0 being the first
letter.
place_in_word = 0
guesses = 0
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possible_letters = generate_dumb_possible_letters()
total_prob = 1
correct_guesses = 0
# ---Execution--word_unguessed = True
first_letter_unguessed = True
while word_unguessed:
# We guess a letter based on digrams, or if it is the first
letter, whatever is most likely (weighted)
while first_letter_unguessed:
old_word = guessed_word
letter_dict = generate_letter_dictionary_for_position(
words_with_n_letters, possible_letters, place_in_word)
likely_letter = get_likely_letter(letter_dict)
guessed_word, possible_letters = make_guess(likely_letter,
guessed_word, possible_letters, place_in_word,
target_word)

first_letter_unguessed = check_if_first_letter_guessed(
guessed_word)

total_prob *= calc_prob(likely_letter, letter_dict)
# print("Word:" + guessed_word)
guesses += 1

# If the letter is not a dash, we can move to the next letter.
if guessed_word[place_in_word] != ’-’:
place_in_word += 1
if place_in_word == len(guessed_word):
# print("Total Guesses: ", guesses)
print("Correct guesses:", correct_guesses)
return guesses, total_prob
possible_letters = generate_dumb_possible_letters()
# Digram probabilities portion
# print("possible letters", possible_letters)
digrams = generate_digram_probabilities(guessed_word,
words_with_n_letters, possible_letters, place_in_word)
digram = get_digram_prob(digrams)[0]
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correct_prob = False
old_word = guessed_word
guessed_word, possible_letters = make_guess(digram[1],
guessed_word, possible_letters, place_in_word, target_word)
total_prob *= calc_prob(digram, digrams)
# print("Word:" + guessed_word)
guesses += 1

def game2b(target_word):
# Start at beginning of the word and work through the word with
digram probabilities
# Do not alter the dictionary
# ---Setup--words = remove_punctuation(open_file())
number_of_letters = len(target_word)
words_with_n_letters = get_n_letter_words(number_of_letters, words)
guessed_word = generate_starting_string(number_of_letters)
# This denotes the letter we are trying to find, 0 being the first
letter.
place_in_word = 0
guesses = 0
possible_letters = generate_dumb_possible_letters()
total_prob = 1
correct_prob = False
# ---Execution--word_unguessed = True
first_letter_unguessed = True
while word_unguessed:
# We guess a letter based on digrams, or if it is the first
letter, whatever is most likely (weighted)
while first_letter_unguessed:
old_word = guessed_word
letter_dict = generate_letter_dictionary_for_position(
words_with_n_letters, possible_letters, place_in_word)
likely_letter = get_likely_letter(letter_dict)
guessed_word, possible_letters = make_guess(likely_letter,
guessed_word, possible_letters, place_in_word,
target_word)
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first_letter_unguessed = check_if_first_letter_guessed(
guessed_word)
guesses += 1
total_prob *= calc_prob(likely_letter, letter_dict)
# If the letter is not a dash, we can move to the next letter.
if guessed_word[place_in_word] != ’-’:
place_in_word += 1
if place_in_word == len(guessed_word):
return guesses, total_prob
possible_letters = generate_new_possible_letters(
words_with_n_letters, place_in_word)
digrams, words_with_n_letters =
generate_smart_digram_probabilities(guessed_word,
words_with_n_letters, possible_letters, place_in_word)
words_dict = dict()
for word in words_with_n_letters:
if word in words_dict:
words_dict[word] += 1
else:
words_dict[word] = 1
digram = get_digram_prob(digrams)[0]
old_word = guessed_word
guessed_word, possible_letters = make_guess(digram[1],
guessed_word, possible_letters, place_in_word, target_word)
total_prob *= calc_prob(digram, digrams)
guesses += 1

def main():
words = remove_punctuation(open_file())
wordcount = len(words)
word_list = make_word_list(words)
word_dictionary = generate_words_dictionary(words)
prob_dictionary = generate_probability_dict(word_dictionary,
wordcount)
avg_guess_dict = dict()
all_product_probs_dict = dict()
for word in word_list[:30]:
total_guesses = 0
num_iterations = 1
for i in range(num_iterations):
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guesses, total_prob = game2a(word)
total_guesses += guesses
print(word)
print(guesses)
print(total_prob)
avg_guesses = total_guesses/num_iterations
avg_guess_dict[word] = avg_guesses
all_product_probs_dict[word] = total_prob

csv_columns = [’word’, ’probability’, ’surprise’, ’entropy’, ’
average_guesses’, ’all_product_probs’]
csv_data = generate_csv_dict(prob_dictionary, avg_guess_dict,
all_product_probs_dict)
csv_file = "test1.csv"
try:
with open(csv_file, ’w’) as csvfile:
writer = csv.DictWriter(csvfile, fieldnames=csv_columns)
writer.writeheader()
for data in csv_data:
writer.writerow(data)
except IOError:
print("I/O error")
with open(csv_file) as reader, open(csv_file, ’r+’) as writer:
for line in reader:
if line.strip():
writer.write(line)
writer.truncate()
main()

5.2

Sequential Game Guesser, User Input

import random
import re
from tkinter import Tk, filedialog

def open_file():
words = "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes.txt"
# Creates a list of all words from the text file
my_list = open(words, encoding="utf8").read()
my_list = my_list.replace("\n", " ").split(" ") # Get rid of the new
line chars, replace with spaces
massive_book_string = ""
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for word in my_list:
massive_book_string += (word + " ")
return massive_book_string

# This function removes all punctuation from the massive book string,
also replaces all dashes with a space
def remove_punctuation(all_words) -> list:
clean_words = ""
all_words = all_words.lower()
all_words = all_words.replace("-", " ")
for character in all_words:
valid_characters = ’abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ’
if character in valid_characters:
clean_words += character
new_list = clean_words.split(" ")
result = [element for element in new_list if element.strip()]
return result

def get_num_letters(word_list):
# Get user input, how many letters is the word?
response = input("Please input how many letters are in your word: ")
# Try to cast the response as an integer
try:
response = int(response)
# Check if any words with that amount of letters exist in the
list we have
for word in word_list:
if len(word) == response:
return response
print("There are no words with that many letters, please try
again\n")
return get_num_letters(word_list)
except ValueError:
print("Please enter a number only!")
return get_num_letters(word_list)

def get_n_letter_words(number_of_letters, word_list):
n_letter_words = list()
for value in word_list:
if len(value) == number_of_letters:
n_letter_words.append(value)
return n_letter_words
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def generate_starting_string(number_of_letters):
string = "-" * int(number_of_letters)
return string

def generate_words_dictionary(words):
words_dict = dict()
for word in words:
if word in words_dict:
words_dict[word] += 1
else:
words_dict[word] = 1
return words_dict

def generate_new_possible_letters(words_with_n_letters, position) -> list
:
possible_letters = list()
for word in words_with_n_letters:
letter_in_position = str(word[position])
if letter_in_position not in possible_letters:
possible_letters.append(letter_in_position)
return possible_letters

def generate_dumb_possible_letters() -> list:
return [’a’, ’b’, ’c’, ’d’, ’e’, ’f’, ’g’, ’h’, ’i’, ’j’, ’k’, ’l’, ’
m’, ’n’, ’o’, ’p’, ’q’, ’r’, ’s’, ’t’, ’u’, ’v’, ’w’, ’x’, ’y’, ’
z’]

def generate_letter_dictionary_for_position(words, possible_letters,
position):
letter_dict = dict()
for word in words:
letter_in_position = word[position]
if letter_in_position in possible_letters:
if letter_in_position in letter_dict:
letter_dict[letter_in_position] += 1
else:
letter_dict[letter_in_position] = 1
return letter_dict

def make_guess(letter, guessed_word, possible_letters, position):
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response = input(f"Is there a letter ’{letter}’ in the {position + 1}
place?: ").lower()
if response == "yes" or response == "y":
guessed_word = guessed_word[:position] + letter + guessed_word[
position + 1:]
elif response == "no" or response == "n":
if len(possible_letters) > 1:
possible_letters.remove(letter)
else:
print("There are no more letters that could possibly be in
this position.")
exit(0)
else:
print("\"Yes or No\" only please")
return guessed_word, possible_letters

def get_likely_letter(letters):
if len(letters) == 0:
print("There are no more letters to guess, sorry.")
exit(0)
# print(letters)
if len(letters.keys()) > 1:
letter = random.choices(list(letters.keys()), weights=list(
letters.values()), k=1)[0]
if len(letters.keys()) == 1:
letter = list(letters.keys())[0]
return letter

def check_if_first_letter_guessed(guessed_word):
if guessed_word[0] != ’-’:
return False
else:
return True

def generate_digram_probabilities(guessed_word, words, possible_letters,
position):
probabilities = dict()
for word in words:
if word[position - 1] == guessed_word[position - 1] and word[
position] in possible_letters:
digram = word[position - 1] + word[position]
if digram in probabilities:
probabilities[digram] += 1
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else:
probabilities[digram] = 1
return probabilities

def get_weighted_digram_prob(digrams):
keys = list(digrams.keys())
values = list(digrams.values())
chosen_digram = random.choices(keys, weights=values, k=1)
return chosen_digram

def generate_smart_digram_probabilities(guessed_word, words,
possible_letters, position):
probabilities = dict()
filtered_words = filter_words(guessed_word, words, possible_letters,
position)
for word in filtered_words:
if word[position - 1] == guessed_word[position - 1] and word[
position] in possible_letters:
digram = word[position - 1] + word[position]
if digram in probabilities:
probabilities[digram] += 1
else:
probabilities[digram] = 1
return probabilities, filtered_words

def filter_words(guessed_word, words, possible_letters, position) -> list
:
new_words = list()
match = guessed_word.replace("-", ".")
for word in words:
if re.search(match, word) and word[position] in possible_letters:
new_words.append(word)
return new_words

def game2a():
# Start at beginning of the word and work through the word with
digram probabilities
# Does not alter the dictionary
# ---Setup---
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words = remove_punctuation(open_file())
number_of_letters = get_num_letters(words)
words_with_n_letters = get_n_letter_words(number_of_letters, words)
guessed_word = generate_starting_string(number_of_letters)
# This denotes the letter we are trying to find, 0 being the first
letter.
place_in_word = 0
guesses = 0
possible_letters = generate_dumb_possible_letters()
# ---Execution--word_unguessed = True
first_letter_unguessed = True
while word_unguessed:
# We guess a letter based on digrams, or if it is the first
letter, whatever is most likely (weighted)
while first_letter_unguessed:
letter_dict = generate_letter_dictionary_for_position(
words_with_n_letters, possible_letters, place_in_word)
likely_letter = get_likely_letter(letter_dict)
guessed_word, possible_letters = make_guess(likely_letter,
guessed_word, possible_letters, place_in_word)
first_letter_unguessed = check_if_first_letter_guessed(
guessed_word)
print("Word:" + guessed_word)
guesses += 1
# If the letter is not a dash, we can move to the next letter.
if guessed_word[place_in_word] != ’-’:
place_in_word += 1
if place_in_word == len(guessed_word):
print("GAME ENDS HERE, WORD IS GUESSED")
print("Total Guesses: ", guesses)
exit(0)
possible_letters = generate_dumb_possible_letters()
# Digram probabilities portion
# print("possible letters", possible_letters)
digrams = generate_digram_probabilities(guessed_word,
words_with_n_letters, possible_letters, place_in_word)
digram = get_weighted_digram_prob(digrams)[0]
guessed_word, possible_letters = make_guess(digram[1],
guessed_word, possible_letters, place_in_word)
print("Word:" + guessed_word)
guesses += 1

def game2b():
# Start at beginning of the word and work through the word with
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digram probabilities
# Do not alter the dictionary
# ---Setup--words = remove_punctuation(open_file())
number_of_letters = get_num_letters(words)
words_with_n_letters = get_n_letter_words(number_of_letters, words)
guessed_word = generate_starting_string(number_of_letters)
# This denotes the letter we are trying to find, 0 being the first
letter.
place_in_word = 0
guesses = 0
possible_letters = generate_dumb_possible_letters()
# ---Execution--word_unguessed = True
first_letter_unguessed = True
while word_unguessed:
# We guess a letter based on digrams, or if it is the first
letter, whatever is most likely (weighted)
while first_letter_unguessed:
letter_dict = generate_letter_dictionary_for_position(
words_with_n_letters, possible_letters, place_in_word)
likely_letter = get_likely_letter(letter_dict)
guessed_word, possible_letters = make_guess(likely_letter,
guessed_word, possible_letters, place_in_word)
first_letter_unguessed = check_if_first_letter_guessed(
guessed_word)
print("Word:" + guessed_word)
guesses += 1
# If the letter is not a dash, we can move to the next letter.
if guessed_word[place_in_word] != ’-’:
place_in_word += 1
if place_in_word == len(guessed_word):
print("GAME ENDS HERE, WORD IS GUESSED")
print("Total Guesses: ", guesses)
exit(0)
possible_letters = generate_new_possible_letters(
words_with_n_letters, place_in_word)
digrams, words_with_n_letters =
generate_smart_digram_probabilities(guessed_word,
words_with_n_letters, possible_letters, place_in_word)
print("Possible digrams: ", digrams)
words_dict = dict()
for word in words_with_n_letters:
if word in words_dict:
words_dict[word] += 1
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else:
words_dict[word] = 1
print("Possible words: ", words_dict)
digram = get_weighted_digram_prob(digrams)[0]
guessed_word, possible_letters = make_guess(digram[1],
guessed_word, possible_letters, place_in_word)
print("Word:" + guessed_word)
guesses += 1

def main():
print("Welcome to game 2")
while True:
response = input("Which version of the program would you like to
run (1 or 2)? ")
if response == "1":
game2a()
break
if response == "2":
game2b()
break
else:
print("Type only 1 or 2")

main()

5.3

Standard Game Guesser, Used Probability

import csv
import math
import re
from tkinter import filedialog
from tkinter import *
from fractions import *
import random

def open_file():
words = "Sherlock_Holme.txt"
# Creates a list of all words from the text file
my_list = open(words, encoding="utf8").read()
my_list = my_list.replace("\n", " ").split(" ") # Get rid of the new
line chars, replace with spaces
massive_book_string = ""
for word in my_list:
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massive_book_string += (word + " ")
return massive_book_string

# This function removes all punctuation from the massive book string,
also replaces all dashes with a space
def remove_punctuation(all_words):
clean_words = ""
all_words = all_words.lower()
all_words = all_words.replace("-", " ")
for character in all_words:
valid_characters = ’abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ’
if character in valid_characters:
clean_words += character
new_list = clean_words.split(" ")
result = [element for element in new_list if element.strip()]
return result

# Totals up the number of items in the dictionary
def count_all_values(dict):
total_number = 0
for key in dict:
number = dict[key]
total_number += number
return total_number

# Creates a new dictionary of probabilities for each item in the given
dictionary
def get_gram_probability(gram_dict, total_grams):
probability_table = {}
for character in gram_dict:
probability_table[character] = Fraction(gram_dict[character],
total_grams)
return probability_table

# Adds found probabilities up for each dictionary item. This function
should approximate 1
def get_total(probability):
total = 0
for value in probability:
total += probability[value]
return total
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# Creates a dictionary of all characters in the book with the amount of
times they appear
def get_monogram_dict(cleaned_words):
# make a new hashmap
# if a character is not in the map already, make it a new key, with
value 1
# if character is already present, increment the value of the key
charHashMap = {}
for character in cleaned_words:
if character in charHashMap.keys():
charHashMap[character] += 1
else: # the character is not present in the dictionary yet
charHashMap[character] = 1
return charHashMap

# Creates a dictionary of all digrams in the text with the amount of
times they appear in the text
def get_digram_dict(cleaned_words):
count = 0
probability_table = {}
for character in cleaned_words:
try:
next_character = cleaned_words[count + 1]
count += 1
digram_string = character + next_character
if digram_string in probability_table.keys():
probability_table[digram_string] += 1
else:
probability_table[digram_string] = 1
except IndexError as error:
pass
return probability_table

# Creates a dictionary of all trigrams in the text with the amount of
times they appear in the text
def get_trigram_dict(cleaned_words):
count = 0
probability_table = {}
for character in cleaned_words:
try:
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next_character1 = cleaned_words[count + 1]
next_character2 = cleaned_words[count + 2]
count += 1
trigram_string = character + next_character1 + next_character2
if trigram_string in probability_table.keys():
probability_table[trigram_string] += 1
else:
probability_table[trigram_string] = 1
except IndexError as error:
pass
return probability_table

# word monogram definition
def word_independent_probabilities(word_list):
wordHashMap = {}
for word in word_list:
if word in wordHashMap.keys():
wordHashMap[word] += 1
else: # the word is not present in the dictionary yet
wordHashMap[word] = 1
return wordHashMap

def word_digram_probabilities(word_list):
count = 0
probability_table = {}
for word in word_list:
try:
next_character = word_list[count + 1]
count += 1
digram_string = ("%s %s" % (word, next_character))
if digram_string in probability_table.keys():
probability_table[digram_string] += 1
else:
probability_table[digram_string] = 1
except IndexError:
pass
return probability_table

# Definitions to clear clutter from main function
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def run_monogram_trial(cleaned_words):
monogram_dict = get_monogram_dict(cleaned_words) # Returns a map of
each character and the total number of times
# character appears
total_number_of_chars = count_all_values(monogram_dict) # Returns
total number of characters in the book
independent_probabilities = get_gram_probability(monogram_dict,
total_number_of_chars) # Returns dictionary with
# probability of each letter appearing
mono_prob_total = get_total(independent_probabilities) # Returns
total prob if all numbers, should approximate 1
# print(monogram_dict)
# print(total_number_of_chars)
print(independent_probabilities)
# print(mono_prob_total)

def run_digram_trial(cleaned_words):
digram_dict = get_digram_dict(cleaned_words)
total_digrams = (count_all_values(digram_dict))
digram_probabilities = get_gram_probability(digram_dict,
total_digrams)
di_prob_total = get_total(digram_probabilities)
# print(digram_dict)
# print(total_digrams)
print(digram_probabilities)
# print(di_prob_total)

def run_trigram_trial(cleaned_words):
trigram_dict = get_trigram_dict(cleaned_words)
total_trigrams = count_all_values(trigram_dict)
trigram_probabilties = get_gram_probability(trigram_dict,
total_trigrams)
tri_prob_total = get_total(trigram_probabilties)
print(trigram_dict)
print(total_trigrams)
print(trigram_probabilties)
print(tri_prob_total)

def run_word_monogram_trial(word_list):
word_monogram_dict = word_independent_probabilities(word_list)
total_words = count_all_values(word_monogram_dict)
word_mono_prob = get_gram_probability(word_monogram_dict, total_words
)
word_total_prob = get_total(word_mono_prob)
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print("Word Monogram dictionary: %s" % word_monogram_dict)
print("Total words: %s" % total_words)
print("All monogram word probabilities: %s" % word_mono_prob)
print("Total Probability: %s" % word_total_prob)

def run_word_digram_trial(word_list):
word_digram_dict = word_digram_probabilities(word_list)
total_digram_words = count_all_values(word_digram_dict)
word_digram_prob = get_gram_probability(word_digram_dict,
total_digram_words)
word_digram_total_prob = get_total(word_digram_prob)
print("Word Digram dictionary: %s" % word_digram_dict)
# print("Total words: %s" % total_digram_words)
# print("All digram word probabilities: %s" % word_digram_prob)
# print("Total Probability: %s" % word_digram_total_prob)

# Create a string of n length
# Either hardcode it or calculate the average length of a sentence
# We want first probability functions to weight the dictionaries to
create a string of length n
# Take weighted probabilities apply them to the dictionary
# Use proabilites of whats likely to happen and then list is genereated
accordingly
def create_disconnected_sentence(length, word_list):
prob_table = word_digram_probabilities(word_list)
weights = prob_table.values()
weights_list = []
for weight in weights:
weights_list.append(weight)
prob_list = []
prob_keys = prob_table.keys()
for key in prob_keys:
prob_list.append(key)
random_list = random.choices(prob_list, weights=weights_list, k=
length)
sentence = ""
for string in random_list:
sentence += string + " "
return sentence

def create_connected_sentences(length, word_list):
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sentence = start_sentence(word_list)
counter = 0
while counter < length:
sentence = extend_sentence(sentence, word_list)
counter += 1
print(sentence)

def start_sentence(word_list):
prob_table = word_digram_probabilities(word_list)
weights = prob_table.values()
weights_list = []
for weight in weights:
weights_list.append(weight)
prob_list = []
prob_keys = prob_table.keys()
for key in prob_keys:
prob_list.append(key)
return random.choices(prob_list, weights=weights_list, k=1)[0]

# weight list is not the conditional prbability of second word following
the first word, can use prob AB instead of B follows A, so this
works, changes how prob is found
# Also try and make initial plan of conditional weights happen here as
well
def extend_sentence(sentence, word_list):
prob_table = word_digram_probabilities(word_list)
# Find last element of string (string length), find command that
returns portion of string between two indices
last_word = sentence.split()[-1]
new_dict = dict()
for key, value in prob_table.items():
first_part = key.split()[0]
if first_part == last_word:
new_dict[key] = value
weights = new_dict.values()
weights_list = []
for weight in weights:
weights_list.append(weight)
prob_list = []
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prob_keys = new_dict.keys()
for key in prob_keys:
prob_list.append(key)
new_gram = random.choices(prob_list, weights=weights_list, k=1)[0].
split()[-1]
return sentence + " " + new_gram

# WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY OF THE SENTENCE OCCURING, COMPARE WITH OTHER
LENGTH 30 SENTENCES
# Computer might not be able to handle the large number
#

def end_game(word_dictionary, target_word):
word = str()
for key, value in word_dictionary.items():
word = key
# response = input(f"Is the word {word}? ")
# response = response.lower()
if word == target_word:
# print(f"{word} matches")
return False
else:
print("The word you are trying to guess is not contained in the
word list you inputted, sorry.")
exit(0)
# else:
#
print(’Sorry, please type only yes or no’)
#
return True

def game3():
# Ask how many characters
# Starting dict is all words with that many characters
# Does first letter guess independant
# If there is not that letter, get rid of all words with that letter
# If there is that letter, ask where it goes, get a new dictionary
with letters in that position
# If there is 1 compatable word, guess it
### Setting up the game ###
print("Welcome to Word Guessing Game 3!")
file_contents = open_file()
word_list = remove_punctuation(file_contents)
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number_of_letters = get_num_letters(word_list)
n_letter_words = get_n_letter_words(number_of_letters, word_list)
word_dictionary = make_n_word_prob_dictionary(n_letter_words)
letter_dictionary = make_n_letter_prob_dictionary(n_letter_words)
guessed_word = generate_starting_string(number_of_letters)
digram_dict = get_letter_digram_dict(word_list)
letters_not_in_word = list()
character_list = list()
# Flag for if the ’Current Status’ word has been fully solved
word_incomplete = True
# Flag for whether a letter should be poped from the letter
dictionary
pop_letter = True
# Flag for if the first letter has been guessed
first_letter_guessed = False
first_letter_dict = dict()
turns_taken = 0
### Finish Setup ###
# print(word_dictionary)
while word_incomplete:
try:
while not first_letter_guessed:
first_letter, first_letter_dict =
pick_random_based_on_weight(word_list,
first_letter_dict)
guessed_word, pop_letter, letter =
input_first_letter_guess(guessed_word, first_letter,
pop_letter)
if pop_letter:
first_letter_dict.pop(first_letter)
first_letter_guessed = check_first_letter(guessed_word)
print("\nCurrent status: " + guessed_word)
turns_taken += 1
# At this point, we have our first letter, so we can get onto
the second part of the program
# Now we randomly pick digrams based on weights
guessed_letter = get_weighted_digram(guessed_word, digram_dict
, letters_not_in_word)
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print(guessed_letter)
letter_used, guessed_word = guess_next_letter(guessed_letter,
guessed_word)
turns_taken += 1
word_incomplete = check_if_word_incomplete(guessed_word)
if letter_used:
# Remove any words that have that letter in it
word_dictionary = remove_words_from_dict(guessed_letter,
word_dictionary)
digram_dict = get_letter_digram_dict(word_dictionary.keys
())
# And add it to letters_not_in_word
letters_not_in_word.append(guessed_letter)
# Update the word dictionary to only words that fit our regex
word_dictionary = get_new_word_dictionary(word_dictionary,
guessed_word, letters_not_in_word)
print(word_dictionary)
print("\nCurrent status: " + guessed_word)
while len(word_dictionary) <= 1:
# If end_game returns true, the game ends, if it returns
false, it asks again
word_incomplete = end_game(word_dictionary)
except (IndexError, ValueError):
print("One or more of your positions was invalid, please try
again")
print("GAME OVER!!!\n")
# Print out some stats
print(f"Turns taken: {len(character_list)}")

def get_new_word_dictionary(word_dictionary, guessed_word,
letters_not_in_word):
regex_string = ""
for letter in guessed_word:
if letter != ’-’:
regex_string += letter
if letter == ’-’:
regex_string += ’.’
print(regex_string)
new_dict = dict()
# TODO This part isnt working
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for word, value in word_dictionary.items():
print(word)
match = re.search(regex_string, word)
print(match)
if match:
print("Match")
new_dict[word] = value
print(new_dict)
filtered_dict = dict()
# Remove any words with letters we know aren’t in our word
for word, value in new_dict.items():
write_to_dict = True
for letter in letters_not_in_word:
if letter in word:
write_to_dict = False
if write_to_dict:
filtered_dict[word] = value
return filtered_dict

def remove_words_from_dict(letter, word_dictionary):
updated_dict = dict()
for word, number in word_dictionary.items():
if letter not in word:
updated_dict[word] = number
return updated_dict

def guess_next_letter(guessed_letter, guessed_word):
condition = True
response = input(f"Is the letter {guessed_letter} in the word?: ").
lower()
if response == "yes" or response == "y":
while condition:
# Have user type in what position(s) the letter is in
positions = input("please type the positions of the letters
separated by comma (ie. 1,3,4): ")
positions = positions.replace(" ", "")
positions_list = positions.split(",")
for entry in positions_list:
if not entry.isdigit():
print(f"{entry} is not a valid position! Please try
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again")
for position in positions_list:
if int(position) > len(guessed_word) or int(position) < 0:
print(f"{position} is not a valid position! Please try
again")
for position in positions_list:
int_position = int(position)
int_position -= 1
# Add the letter into the guessed word
guessed_word_list = list(guessed_word)
if guessed_word_list[int_position] == ’-’:
guessed_word_list[int_position] = guessed_letter
guessed_word = "".join(map(str, guessed_word_list))
guessed_word = str(guessed_word)
condition = False
else:
print(f"The {int_position + 1} position is already
occupied by a letter")
x = True
return x, guessed_word
if response == "no" or response == "n":
x = True
return x, guessed_word
else:
print("Answer yes or no only please")
x = False
return x, guessed_word

def pick_random_based_on_weight(word_list, first_letter_dict):
# before doing anything else, we need to make a dictionary with all
the FIRST letters for n letter words.
for word in word_list:
letter = word[0]
if letter in first_letter_dict:
first_letter_dict[letter] += 1
else:
first_letter_dict[letter] = 0
# Now our first letter dictionary is made
# Here, we do a weighted random to pick our letter
weighted_first_letter = (
random.choices(list(first_letter_dict.keys()), weights=list(
first_letter_dict.values()), k=1))[0]
# K = 1 because we only want to get 1 value, the letter we randomly
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pick
return weighted_first_letter, first_letter_dict

def input_first_letter_guess(guessed_word, guessed_letter, pop_letter):
response = input(f"Does the word start with {guessed_letter}?: ").
lower()
if response == "yes" or response == "y":
new_string = guessed_letter + guessed_word[1:]
print(new_string)
return new_string, pop_letter, guessed_letter
elif response == "no" or response == "n":
return guessed_word, pop_letter, guessed_letter
else:
print("\"Yes or No\" only please")
guessed_letter = None
pop_letter = False
return guessed_word, pop_letter, guessed_letter

def check_first_letter(guessed_word):
temp_list = list(guessed_word)
if temp_list[0] == ’-’:
return False
else:
return True

def get_weighted_digram(guessed_word, digram_dict, letters_not_in_word):
# We need to get all the digram that start with our letter
# TODO NEED TO DETERMINE WHICH LETTER WE’RE MAKING THE DIGRAM WITH
letter = guessed_word[0]
filtered_dict = dict()
for digram in digram_dict:
first_character = digram[:1]
if first_character == letter and first_character not in
letters_not_in_word:
filtered_dict[digram] = digram_dict[digram]
# Getting the weighted random from the digrams in the filtered
dictionary
return (random.choices(list(filtered_dict.keys()), weights=list(
filtered_dict.values()), k=1))[0][1]

# --- Game 2 functions (Some are used by game 3 too!) ---
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def check_if_first_letter_guessed(guessed_word):
for letter in guessed_word:
if letter != "-":
return True
return False

def update_word_dictionary(word_dictionary, guessed_word,
letter_dictionary, letters_not_in_word):
letter_string = str()
for letter, value in letter_dictionary.items():
letter_string += letter
letter_string = "[" + letter_string + "]"
regex_string = str()
for letter in guessed_word:
if letter != ’-’:
regex_string += letter
if letter == ’-’:
regex_string += letter_string
filtered_dict = dict()
for word, value in word_dictionary.items():
# Using Regular expressions to find matches
pattern = regex_string
match = re.match(pattern, word)
if match:
filtered_dict[word] = value
more_filtered_dict = dict()
for word, value in filtered_dict.items():
letter_in_word = False
for letter in letters_not_in_word:
if letter in word:
letter_in_word = True
if not letter_in_word:
more_filtered_dict[word] = value
if more_filtered_dict:
return more_filtered_dict
else:
print("There are no words in the word list matching this word
!!!!")
exit(0)

def update_character_list(letter, character_list):
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try:
character_list.append(letter)
return character_list
except:
pass

def get_letter_digram_dict(word_list):
probability_table = dict()
for word in word_list:
count = 0
for character in word:
try:
next_character = word[count + 1]
count += 1
digram_string = character + next_character
if digram_string in probability_table.keys():
probability_table[digram_string] += 1
else:
probability_table[digram_string] = 1
except IndexError as error:
pass
return probability_table

def get_num_letters(target):
return len(target)
# # Get user input, how many letters is the word?
# response = input("Please input how many letters are in your word:
")
#
# # Try to cast the response as an integer
# try:
#
response = int(response)
#
# Check if any words with that amount of letters exist in the
list we have
#
for word in word_list:
#
if len(word) == response:
#
return response
#
#
print("There are no words with that many letters, please try
again\n")
#
return get_num_letters(word_list)
# except ValueError:
#
print("Please enter a number only!")
#
return get_num_letters(word_list)
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def get_n_letter_words(number_of_letters, word_list):
n_letter_words = list()
for value in word_list:
if len(value) == number_of_letters:
n_letter_words.append(value)
return n_letter_words

def make_n_word_prob_dictionary(n_letter_words):
dictionary = dict()
for character in n_letter_words:
if character in dictionary.keys():
dictionary[character] += 1
else: # the character is not present in the dictionary yet
dictionary[character] = 1
return dictionary

def make_n_letter_prob_dictionary(n_letter_words):
letter_dictionary = dict()
# Make a probability dictionary for all letters in n letter words
for word in n_letter_words:
for letter in word:
if letter in letter_dictionary.keys():
letter_dictionary[letter] += 1
else: # the character is not present in the dictionary yet
letter_dictionary[letter] = 1
return letter_dictionary

def generate_starting_string(number_of_letters):
string = "-" * int(number_of_letters)
return string

def input_guess(guessed_word, letter_dictionary, guessed_letter,
pop_letter, target_word):
# response = input(f"Is there a letter {guessed_letter} in the word?:
").lower()
if guessed_letter in target_word:
# Have user type in what position(s) the letter is in
# positions = input("please type the positions of the letters
separated by comma (ie. 1,3,4): ")
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# positions = positions.replace(" ", "")
# positions_list = positions.split(",")
positions_list = list()
x = 0
for pos in target_word:
if guessed_letter == pos:
positions_list.append(x)
x += 1
for position in positions_list:
if int(position) > len(guessed_word) or int(position) < 0:
print(f"{position} is not a valid position! Please try
again")
guessed_letter = None
pop_letter = False
return guessed_word, letter_dictionary, pop_letter,
guessed_letter
for position in positions_list:
int_position = int(position)
# int_position -= 1
# Add the letter into the guessed word
guessed_word_list = list(guessed_word)
if guessed_word_list[int_position] == ’-’:
guessed_word_list[int_position] = guessed_letter
guessed_word = "".join(map(str, guessed_word_list))
else:
print(f"The {int_position + 1} position is already
occupied by a letter")
pop_letter = False
return guessed_word, letter_dictionary, pop_letter,
guessed_letter
else:
return guessed_word, letter_dictionary, pop_letter,
guessed_letter
# else:
#
print("\"Yes or No\" only please")
#
guessed_letter = None
#
pop_letter = False
#
return guessed_word, letter_dictionary, pop_letter,
guessed_letter

def check_if_word_incomplete(guessed_word):
if "-" in guessed_word:
return True
# If there are no dashes, it is complete, and we break the loop
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else:
return False

def digram_opportunity_check(guessed_word):
pass
# Will either return true or false
# If it is true, we try to make a bigram for a letter in the word
# If it is false, we default to the most likely letter that has not
been used already
gussed_word_list = list(guessed_word)
count = 0
for character in gussed_word_list:
if character != ’-’:
# Get the character directly after
try:
next_char = guessed_word[count + 1]
# print(f"Next character after {character} is {next_char
}")
if next_char == ’-’:
# If this is the case, we can go ahead and get a digram
with all remaining characters in the dict
return True
except IndexError:
pass
count += 1
return False

def get_digram_for_letter(guessed_word, digram_dict, character_list):
guessed_word_list = list(guessed_word)
count = 0
digram_char = ’’
for character in guessed_word_list:
if character != ’-’:
# Get the character directly after
try:
next_char = guessed_word[count + 1]
if next_char == ’-’:
digram_char = character
break
except IndexError:
pass
count += 1
filtered_dict = dict()
for digram, value in digram_dict.items():
# Using Regular expressions to find matches
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pattern = f’^{digram_char}.’
match = re.match(pattern, digram)
if match:
filtered_dict[digram] = value
# Now we need to look and get rid of any digrams with letters already
in the word
new_filtered_dict = dict()
for key, value in filtered_dict.items():
character = key[-1]
if character in character_list:
pass
else:
new_filtered_dict[key] = value
# After all of that filtering, the only thing left to do is get the
most likely digram
# and then get the second letter from that
likely_digram = (max(new_filtered_dict, key=new_filtered_dict.get))
likely_letter = likely_digram[1]
return likely_letter

def make_word_list(words):
word_list = list()
for word in words:
if word not in word_list:
word_list.append(word)
return word_list

def generate_probability_dict(word_dict, wordcount):
prob_dict = dict()
for key, value in word_dict.items():
prob_dict[key] = value / wordcount
return prob_dict

def get_surprise_value(probability):
surprise = -math.log2(probability)
return surprise

def get_word_entropy(prob, surprise):
entropy = prob * surprise
return entropy
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def generate_csv_dict(prob_dict, avg_guess_dict, all_product_probs_dict):
dictionary_list = list()
for key, value in prob_dict.items():
entry_dict = dict()
surprise = get_surprise_value(value)
entropy = get_word_entropy(value, surprise)
try:
avg_guess = avg_guess_dict[key]
product_probs = all_product_probs_dict[key]
except KeyError:
avg_guess = 0
entry_dict["word"] = key
entry_dict["probability"] = value
entry_dict["surprise"] = surprise
entry_dict["entropy"] = entropy
entry_dict["average_guesses"] = avg_guess
entry_dict["all_product_probs"] = product_probs
dictionary_list.append(entry_dict)
return dictionary_list

def generate_words_dictionary(words):
words_dict = dict()
for word in words:
if word in words_dict:
words_dict[word] += 1
else:
words_dict[word] = 1
return words_dict

def calc_prob(letter, dictionary):
# print("letter", letter)
# print("dictionary", dictionary)
try:
letter_prob = dictionary[letter]
except KeyError:
print("Key error for calc_prob!")
return 1
total_prob = 0
for key, value in dictionary.items():
total_prob += value
# print("prob", letter_prob/total_prob)
return letter_prob/total_prob
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def game(target_word):
### Setting up the game ###
# print("Welcome to Word Guessing Game!")
file_contents = open_file()
word_list = remove_punctuation(file_contents)
digram_dict = get_letter_digram_dict(word_list)
number_of_letters = get_num_letters(target_word)
n_letter_words = get_n_letter_words(number_of_letters, word_list)
word_dictionary = make_n_word_prob_dictionary(n_letter_words)
letter_dictionary = make_n_letter_prob_dictionary(n_letter_words)
guessed_word = generate_starting_string(number_of_letters)
character_list = list()
word_incomplete = True
digram_check = False
pop_letter = True
total_prob = 1
### Finish Setup ###
while word_incomplete:
# Guess the most likely letter
if digram_check is False:
# print("No digram, defaulting to most likely word")
# If false, we execute this code
try:
highest_prob_letter = max(letter_dictionary, key=
letter_dictionary.get)
guessed_word, letter_dictionary, pop_letter, letter =
input_guess(guessed_word, letter_dictionary,
highest_prob_letter, pop_letter, target_word)
total_prob *= calc_prob(letter, letter_dictionary)
if pop_letter:
letter_dictionary.pop(highest_prob_letter)

except (IndexError, ValueError):
print("One or more of your positions was invalid, please
try again")
if digram_check is True:
# print("Trying most likely digram")
# If true, we execute this code
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digram_letter = get_digram_for_letter(guessed_word,
digram_dict, character_list)
guessed_word, letter_dictionary, pop_letter, letter =
input_guess(guessed_word, letter_dictionary, digram_letter,
pop_letter, target_word)
total_prob *= calc_prob(letter, letter_dictionary)
if pop_letter and digram_letter in letter_dictionary.keys():
letter_dictionary.pop(digram_letter)

pop_letter = True
character_list = update_character_list(letter, character_list)
# print("\nCurrent status: " + guessed_word)
word_incomplete = check_if_word_incomplete(guessed_word)
digram_check = digram_opportunity_check(guessed_word)
# print("GAME OVER!!!\n")
# Print out some stats
# print(f"Guesses made: {len(character_list)}")
return len(character_list), total_prob

def game2(target_word):
pass
# Ask how many characters
# Starting dict is all words with that many characters
# Does first letter guess independant
# If there is not that letter, get rid of all words with that letter
# If there is that letter, ask where it goes, get a new dictionary
with letters in that position
# If there is 1 compatable word, guess it
### Setting up the game ###
# print("Welcome to Word Guessing Game 2!")
file_contents = open_file()
word_list = remove_punctuation(file_contents)
number_of_letters = get_num_letters(target_word)
n_letter_words = get_n_letter_words(number_of_letters, word_list)
word_dictionary = make_n_word_prob_dictionary(n_letter_words)
letter_dictionary = make_n_letter_prob_dictionary(n_letter_words)
guessed_word = generate_starting_string(number_of_letters)
letters_not_in_word = list()
character_list = list()
# Flag for if the ’Current Status’ word has been fully solved
word_incomplete = True
# Flag for whether a letter should be poped from the letter
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dictionary
pop_letter = True
# Flag for if a letter has been guessed for the ’Current Status’ word
first_letter_guessed = False
### Finish Setup ###
# print(word_dictionary)
guesses = 0
total_prob = 1
while word_incomplete:
try:
guesses += 1
highest_prob_letter = max(letter_dictionary, key=
letter_dictionary.get)
guessed_word, letter_dictionary, pop_letter, letter =
input_guess(guessed_word, letter_dictionary,
highest_prob_letter, pop_letter, target_word)
total_prob *= calc_prob(letter, letter_dictionary)
if pop_letter:
letter_dictionary.pop(highest_prob_letter)
if not check_if_first_letter_guessed(guessed_word):
letters_not_in_word.append(letter)
word_dictionary = update_word_dictionary(word_dictionary,
guessed_word, letter_dictionary,
letters_not_in_word)
# print(word_dictionary)
# print("\nCurrent status: " + guessed_word)
word_incomplete = check_if_word_incomplete(guessed_word)
while len(word_dictionary) == 1:
# If end_game returns true, the game ends, if it returns
false, it asks again
word_incomplete = end_game(word_dictionary, target_word)
if not word_incomplete:
return guesses, total_prob

except (IndexError, ValueError) as e:
print(e)
print("One or more of your positions was invalid, please try
again")
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print("GAME OVER!!!\n")
# Print out some stats
print(f"Guesses made: {len(character_list)}")
return len(character_list)

def main():
words = remove_punctuation(open_file())
wordcount = len(words)
word_list = make_word_list(words)
word_dictionary = generate_words_dictionary(words)
prob_dictionary = generate_probability_dict(word_dictionary,
wordcount)

avg_guess_dict = dict()
all_product_probs_dict = dict()
for word in word_list:
total_guesses = 0
num_iterations = 1
for i in range(num_iterations):
guesses, total_prob = game2(word)
print("word", word)
print("guesses", guesses)
print("total prob", total_prob)
total_guesses += guesses
avg_guesses = total_guesses/num_iterations
avg_guess_dict[word] = avg_guesses
all_product_probs_dict[word] = total_prob

csv_columns = [’word’, ’probability’, ’surprise’, ’entropy’, ’
average_guesses’, ’all_product_probs’]
csv_data = generate_csv_dict(prob_dictionary, avg_guess_dict,
all_product_probs_dict)
csv_file = "game1bdetermproductprob.csv"
try:
with open(csv_file, ’w’) as csvfile:
writer = csv.DictWriter(csvfile, fieldnames=csv_columns)
writer.writeheader()
for data in csv_data:
writer.writerow(data)
except IOError:
print("I/O error")
with open(csv_file) as reader, open(csv_file, ’r+’) as writer:
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for line in reader:
if line.strip():
writer.write(line)
writer.truncate()
main()

5.4

Standard Game Guesser, User Input

import re
from tkinter import filedialog
from tkinter import *
from fractions import *
import random

def open_file():
words = "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes.txt"
# Creates a list of all words from the text file
my_list = open(words, encoding="utf8").read()
my_list = my_list.replace("\n", " ").split(" ") # Get rid of the new
line chars, replace with spaces
massive_book_string = ""
for word in my_list:
massive_book_string += (word + " ")
return massive_book_string

# This function removes all punctuation from the massive book string,
also replaces all dashes with a space
def remove_punctuation(all_words):
clean_words = ""
all_words = all_words.lower()
all_words = all_words.replace("-", " ")
for character in all_words:
valid_characters = ’abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ’
if character in valid_characters:
clean_words += character
new_list = clean_words.split(" ")
result = [element for element in new_list if element.strip()]
return result

# Totals up the number of items in the dictionary
def count_all_values(dict):
total_number = 0
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for key in dict:
number = dict[key]
total_number += number
return total_number

# Creates a new dictionary of probabilities for each item in the given
dictionary
def get_gram_probability(gram_dict, total_grams):
probability_table = {}
for character in gram_dict:
probability_table[character] = Fraction(gram_dict[character],
total_grams)
return probability_table

# Adds found probabilities up for each dictionary item. This function
should approximate 1
def get_total(probability):
total = 0
for value in probability:
total += probability[value]
return total

# Creates a dictionary of all characters in the book with the amount of
times they appear
def get_monogram_dict(cleaned_words):
# make a new hashmap
# if a character is not in the map already, make it a new key, with
value 1
# if character is already present, increment the value of the key
charHashMap = {}
for character in cleaned_words:
if character in charHashMap.keys():
charHashMap[character] += 1
else: # the character is not present in the dictionary yet
charHashMap[character] = 1
return charHashMap

# Creates a dictionary of all digrams in the text with the amount of
times they appear in the text
def get_digram_dict(cleaned_words):
count = 0
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probability_table = {}
for character in cleaned_words:
try:
next_character = cleaned_words[count + 1]
count += 1
digram_string = character + next_character
if digram_string in probability_table.keys():
probability_table[digram_string] += 1
else:
probability_table[digram_string] = 1
except IndexError as error:
pass
return probability_table

# Creates a dictionary of all trigrams in the text with the amount of
times they appear in the text
def get_trigram_dict(cleaned_words):
count = 0
probability_table = {}
for character in cleaned_words:
try:
next_character1 = cleaned_words[count + 1]
next_character2 = cleaned_words[count + 2]
count += 1
trigram_string = character + next_character1 + next_character2
if trigram_string in probability_table.keys():
probability_table[trigram_string] += 1
else:
probability_table[trigram_string] = 1
except IndexError as error:
pass
return probability_table

# word monogram definition
def word_independent_probabilities(word_list):
wordHashMap = {}
for word in word_list:
if word in wordHashMap.keys():
wordHashMap[word] += 1
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else: # the word is not present in the dictionary yet
wordHashMap[word] = 1
return wordHashMap

def word_digram_probabilities(word_list):
count = 0
probability_table = {}
for word in word_list:
try:
next_character = word_list[count + 1]
count += 1
digram_string = ("%s %s" % (word, next_character))
if digram_string in probability_table.keys():
probability_table[digram_string] += 1
else:
probability_table[digram_string] = 1
except IndexError:
pass
return probability_table

# Definitions to clear clutter from main function
def run_monogram_trial(cleaned_words):
monogram_dict = get_monogram_dict(cleaned_words) # Returns a map of
each character and the total number of times
# character appears
total_number_of_chars = count_all_values(monogram_dict) # Returns
total number of characters in the book
independent_probabilities = get_gram_probability(monogram_dict,
total_number_of_chars) # Returns dictionary with
# probability of each letter appearing
mono_prob_total = get_total(independent_probabilities) # Returns
total prob if all numbers, should approximate 1
# print(monogram_dict)
# print(total_number_of_chars)
print(independent_probabilities)
# print(mono_prob_total)

def run_digram_trial(cleaned_words):
digram_dict = get_digram_dict(cleaned_words)
total_digrams = (count_all_values(digram_dict))
digram_probabilities = get_gram_probability(digram_dict,
total_digrams)
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di_prob_total = get_total(digram_probabilities)
# print(digram_dict)
# print(total_digrams)
print(digram_probabilities)
# print(di_prob_total)

def run_trigram_trial(cleaned_words):
trigram_dict = get_trigram_dict(cleaned_words)
total_trigrams = count_all_values(trigram_dict)
trigram_probabilties = get_gram_probability(trigram_dict,
total_trigrams)
tri_prob_total = get_total(trigram_probabilties)
print(trigram_dict)
print(total_trigrams)
print(trigram_probabilties)
print(tri_prob_total)

def run_word_monogram_trial(word_list):
word_monogram_dict = word_independent_probabilities(word_list)
total_words = count_all_values(word_monogram_dict)
word_mono_prob = get_gram_probability(word_monogram_dict, total_words
)
word_total_prob = get_total(word_mono_prob)
print("Word Monogram dictionary: %s" % word_monogram_dict)
print("Total words: %s" % total_words)
print("All monogram word probabilities: %s" % word_mono_prob)
print("Total Probability: %s" % word_total_prob)

def run_word_digram_trial(word_list):
word_digram_dict = word_digram_probabilities(word_list)
total_digram_words = count_all_values(word_digram_dict)
word_digram_prob = get_gram_probability(word_digram_dict,
total_digram_words)
word_digram_total_prob = get_total(word_digram_prob)
print("Word Digram dictionary: %s" % word_digram_dict)
# print("Total words: %s" % total_digram_words)
# print("All digram word probabilities: %s" % word_digram_prob)
# print("Total Probability: %s" % word_digram_total_prob)

# Create a string of n length
# Either hardcode it or calculate the average length of a sentence
# We want first probability functions to weight the dictionaries to
create a string of length n
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# Take weighted probabilities apply them to the dictionary
# Use proabilites of whats likely to happen and then list is genereated
accordingly
def create_disconnected_sentence(length, word_list):
prob_table = word_digram_probabilities(word_list)
weights = prob_table.values()
weights_list = []
for weight in weights:
weights_list.append(weight)
prob_list = []
prob_keys = prob_table.keys()
for key in prob_keys:
prob_list.append(key)
random_list = random.choices(prob_list, weights=weights_list, k=
length)
sentence = ""
for string in random_list:
sentence += string + " "
return sentence

def create_connected_sentences(length, word_list):
sentence = start_sentence(word_list)
counter = 0
while counter < length:
sentence = extend_sentence(sentence, word_list)
counter += 1
print(sentence)

def start_sentence(word_list):
prob_table = word_digram_probabilities(word_list)
weights = prob_table.values()
weights_list = []
for weight in weights:
weights_list.append(weight)
prob_list = []
prob_keys = prob_table.keys()
for key in prob_keys:
prob_list.append(key)
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return random.choices(prob_list, weights=weights_list, k=1)[0]

# weight list is not the conditional prbability of second word following
the first word, can use prob AB instead of B follows A, so this
works, changes how prob is found
# Also try and make initial plan of conditional weights happen here as
well
def extend_sentence(sentence, word_list):
prob_table = word_digram_probabilities(word_list)
# Find last element of string (string length), find command that
returns portion of string between two indices
last_word = sentence.split()[-1]
new_dict = dict()
for key, value in prob_table.items():
first_part = key.split()[0]
if first_part == last_word:
new_dict[key] = value
weights = new_dict.values()
weights_list = []
for weight in weights:
weights_list.append(weight)
prob_list = []
prob_keys = new_dict.keys()
for key in prob_keys:
prob_list.append(key)
new_gram = random.choices(prob_list, weights=weights_list, k=1)[0].
split()[-1]
return sentence + " " + new_gram

# WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY OF THE SENTENCE OCCURING, COMPARE WITH OTHER
LENGTH 30 SENTENCES
# Computer might not be able to handle the large number
#
def game():
### Setting up the game ###
print("Welcome to Word Guessing Game!")
file_contents = open_file()
word_list = remove_punctuation(file_contents)
digram_dict = get_letter_digram_dict(word_list)
number_of_letters = get_num_letters(word_list)
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n_letter_words = get_n_letter_words(number_of_letters, word_list)
word_dictionary = make_n_word_prob_dictionary(n_letter_words)
letter_dictionary = make_n_letter_prob_dictionary(n_letter_words)
guessed_word = generate_starting_string(number_of_letters)
character_list = list()
word_incomplete = True
digram_check = False
pop_letter = True
### Finish Setup ###
while word_incomplete:
# Guess the most likely letter
if digram_check is False:
print("No digram, defaulting to most likely letter")
# If false, we execute this code
try:
highest_prob_letter = max(letter_dictionary, key=
letter_dictionary.get)
guessed_word, letter_dictionary, pop_letter, letter =
input_guess(guessed_word, letter_dictionary,
highest_prob_letter, pop_letter)
if pop_letter:
letter_dictionary.pop(highest_prob_letter)
except (IndexError, ValueError):
print("One or more of your positions was invalid, please
try again")
if digram_check is True:
print("Trying most likely digram")
# If true, we execute this code
digram_letter = get_digram_for_letter(guessed_word,
digram_dict, character_list)
guessed_word, letter_dictionary, pop_letter, letter =
input_guess(guessed_word, letter_dictionary,
digram_letter, pop_letter)
if pop_letter:
letter_dictionary.pop(digram_letter)
pop_letter = True
character_list = update_character_list(letter, character_list)
print("\nCurrent status: " + guessed_word)
word_incomplete = check_if_word_incomplete(guessed_word)
digram_check = digram_opportunity_check(guessed_word)
print("GAME OVER!!!\n")
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# Print out some stats
print(f"Guesses made: {len(character_list)}")

def game2():
pass
# Ask how many characters
# Starting dict is all words with that many characters
# Does first letter guess independant
# If there is not that letter, get rid of all words with that letter
# If there is that letter, ask where it goes, get a new dictionary
with letters in that position
# If there is 1 compatable word, guess it
### Setting up the game ###
print("Welcome to Word Guessing Game 2!")
file_contents = open_file()
word_list = remove_punctuation(file_contents)
number_of_letters = get_num_letters(word_list)
n_letter_words = get_n_letter_words(number_of_letters, word_list)
word_dictionary = make_n_word_prob_dictionary(n_letter_words)
letter_dictionary = make_n_letter_prob_dictionary(n_letter_words)
guessed_word = generate_starting_string(number_of_letters)
letters_not_in_word = list()
character_list = list()
# Flag for if the ’Current Status’ word has been fully solved
word_incomplete = True
# Flag for whether a letter should be poped from the letter
dictionary
pop_letter = True
# Flag for if a letter has been guessed for the ’Current Status’ word
first_letter_guessed = False
### Finish Setup ###
# print(word_dictionary)
while word_incomplete:
try:
highest_prob_letter = max(letter_dictionary, key=
letter_dictionary.get)
guessed_word, letter_dictionary, pop_letter, letter =
input_guess(guessed_word, letter_dictionary,
highest_prob_letter, pop_letter)
if pop_letter:
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letter_dictionary.pop(highest_prob_letter)
if not check_if_first_letter_guessed(guessed_word):
letters_not_in_word.append(letter)
word_dictionary = update_word_dictionary(word_dictionary,
guessed_word, letter_dictionary, letters_not_in_word)
print(word_dictionary)
print("\nCurrent status: " + guessed_word)
word_incomplete = check_if_word_incomplete(guessed_word)
while len(word_dictionary) == 1:
word = str()
for key, value in word_dictionary.items():
word = key
response = input(f"Is the word {word}? ")
response = response.lower()
if response == "yes" or response == "y":
word_incomplete = False
print("Hooray!")
break
if response == "no" or response == "n":
print("The word you are trying to guess is not
contained in the word list you inputted, sorry.")
exit(0)
else:
print(’Sorry, please type only yes or no’)

except (IndexError, ValueError):
print("One or more of your positions was invalid, please try
again")
print("GAME OVER!!!\n")
# Print out some stats
print(f"Guesses made: {len(character_list)}")

def check_if_first_letter_guessed(guessed_word):
for letter in guessed_word:
if letter != "-":
return True
return False

def update_word_dictionary(word_dictionary, guessed_word,
letter_dictionary, letters_not_in_word):
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letter_string = str()
for letter, value in letter_dictionary.items():
letter_string += letter
letter_string = "[" + letter_string + "]"
regex_string = str()
for letter in guessed_word:
if letter != ’-’:
regex_string += letter
if letter == ’-’:
regex_string += letter_string
filtered_dict = dict()
for word, value in word_dictionary.items():
# Using Regular expressions to find matches
pattern = regex_string
match = re.match(pattern, word)
if match:
filtered_dict[word] = value
more_filtered_dict = dict()
for word, value in filtered_dict.items():
letter_in_word = False
for letter in letters_not_in_word:
if letter in word:
letter_in_word = True
if not letter_in_word:
more_filtered_dict[word] = value
if more_filtered_dict:
return more_filtered_dict
else:
print("There are no words in the word list matching this word
!!!!")
exit(0)

def update_character_list(letter, character_list):
try:
character_list.append(letter)
return character_list
except:
pass

def get_letter_digram_dict(word_list):
probability_table = dict()
for word in word_list:
count = 0
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for character in word:
try:
next_character = word[count + 1]
count += 1
digram_string = character + next_character
if digram_string in probability_table.keys():
probability_table[digram_string] += 1
else:
probability_table[digram_string] = 1
except IndexError as error:
pass
return probability_table

def get_num_letters(word_list):
# Get user input, how many letters is the word?
response = input("Please input how many letters are in your word: ")
# Try to cast the response as an integer
try:
response = int(response)
# Check if any words with that amount of letters exist in the
list we have
for word in word_list:
if len(word) == response:
return response
print("There are no words with that many letters, please try
again\n")
return get_num_letters(word_list)
except ValueError:
print("Please enter a number only!")
return get_num_letters(word_list)

def get_n_letter_words(number_of_letters, word_list):
n_letter_words = list()
for value in word_list:
if len(value) == number_of_letters:
n_letter_words.append(value)
return n_letter_words

def make_n_word_prob_dictionary(n_letter_words):
dictionary = dict()
for character in n_letter_words:
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if character in dictionary.keys():
dictionary[character] += 1
else: # the character is not present in the dictionary yet
dictionary[character] = 1
return dictionary

def make_n_letter_prob_dictionary(n_letter_words):
letter_dictionary = dict()
# Make a probability dictionary for all letters in n letter words
for word in n_letter_words:
for letter in word:
if letter in letter_dictionary.keys():
letter_dictionary[letter] += 1
else: # the character is not present in the dictionary yet
letter_dictionary[letter] = 1
return letter_dictionary

def generate_starting_string(number_of_letters):
string = "-" * int(number_of_letters)
return string

def input_guess(guessed_word, letter_dictionary, guessed_letter,
pop_letter):
response = input(f"Is there a letter {guessed_letter} in the word?:
").lower()
if response == "yes" or response == "y":
# Remove the letter from the dictionary
# Have user type in what position(s) the letter is in
positions = input("please type the positions of the letters
separated by comma (ie. 1,3,4): ")
positions = positions.replace(" ", "")
positions_list = positions.split(",")
for entry in positions_list:
if not entry.isdigit():
print(f"{entry} is not a valid position! Please try again
")
guessed_letter = None
pop_letter = False
return guessed_word, letter_dictionary, pop_letter,
guessed_letter
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for position in positions_list:
if int(position) > len(guessed_word) or int(position) < 0:
print(f"{position} is not a valid position! Please try
again")
guessed_letter = None
pop_letter = False
return guessed_word, letter_dictionary, pop_letter,
guessed_letter
for position in positions_list:
int_position = int(position)
int_position -= 1
# Add the letter into the guessed word
guessed_word_list = list(guessed_word)
if guessed_word_list[int_position] == ’-’:
guessed_word_list[int_position] = guessed_letter
guessed_word = "".join(map(str, guessed_word_list))
else:
print(f"The {int_position + 1} position is already
occupied by a letter")
pop_letter = False
return guessed_word, letter_dictionary, pop_letter,
guessed_letter
elif response == "no" or response == "n":
return guessed_word, letter_dictionary, pop_letter,
guessed_letter
else:
print("\"Yes or No\" only please")
guessed_letter = None
pop_letter = False
return guessed_word, letter_dictionary, pop_letter,
guessed_letter

def check_if_word_incomplete(guessed_word):
if "-" in guessed_word:
return True
# If there are no dashes, it is complete, and we break the loop
else:
return False

def digram_opportunity_check(guessed_word):
pass
# Will either return true or false
# If it is true, we try to make a bigram for a letter in the word
# If it is false, we default to the most likely letter that has not
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been used already
gussed_word_list = list(guessed_word)
count = 0
for character in gussed_word_list:
if character != ’-’:
# Get the character directly after
try:
next_char = guessed_word[count + 1]
# print(f"Next character after {character} is {next_char
}")
if next_char == ’-’:
# If this is the case, we can go ahead and get a digram
with all remaining characters in the dict
return True
except IndexError:
pass
count += 1
return False

def get_digram_for_letter(guessed_word, digram_dict, character_list):
guessed_word_list = list(guessed_word)
count = 0
digram_char = ’’
for character in guessed_word_list:
if character != ’-’:
# Get the character directly after
try:
next_char = guessed_word[count + 1]
if next_char == ’-’:
digram_char = character
break
except IndexError:
pass
count += 1
filtered_dict = dict()
for digram, value in digram_dict.items():
# Using Regular expressions to find matches
pattern = f’^{digram_char}.’
match = re.match(pattern, digram)
if match:
filtered_dict[digram] = value
# Now we need to look and get rid of any digrams consisting of pairs
of letters already in the word
new_filtered_dict = dict()
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for key, value in filtered_dict.items():
character = key[-1]
if character in character_list:
pass
else:
new_filtered_dict[key] = value
# After all of that filtering, the only thing left to do is get the
most likely digram
# and then get the second letter from that
# Takes the liekly digram from the whole book, not remaining options
likely_digram = (max(new_filtered_dict, key=new_filtered_dict.get))
likely_letter = likely_digram[1]
return likely_letter

def main():
while True:
response = input("Which version of the program would you like to
run (1 or 2)? ")
if response == "1":
game()
break
if response == "2":
game2()
break
else:
print("Type only 1 or 2")
main()
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